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Abstract

For future high data rate wireless applications, multi-carrier code division multiple

access (CDMA) has emerged as the most promising multiple access scheme due to its

numerous advantages over single-carrier CDNIA (SC-CDMA). However, the perfor-

mance of multi-carrier CDMA systems similar to the conventional SC-CDMA systems

is limited by the multiple access interference (MAI). Therefore, it is important to
suppress the NIAI in multi-carrier CDMA systems. This dissertation focuses mainly

on techniques to reduce the IVIAI. In literature, two multi-carrier CDMA systems

namely MC-CDMA and multi-carrier direct sequence CDMA (MC-DS-CDMA) have

been proposed. In this dissertation both schemes are considered.

In the first part of this dissertation, assuming the signature sequences are ran-

dom sequences, the impact of the carrier spacing and the chip waveforms on the

performance of asynchronous MC-DS-CDMA systems is analyzed, for a given system

bandwidth. The family of band-limited chip waveforms is considered. The average

MAI at the output of the receiver is taken as the performance measurement. The

analysis demonstrates that there exists an optimal carrier spacing for a given chip

waveform which gives the minimum MAI. Motivated by this observation, a method

to jointly design the chip waveform and the carrier spacing to achieve the minimum

MAI is presented.

In the second part, an adaptive carrier interferometry scheme is proposed for syn-

chronous MC-CDVIA systems. By exploiting the additional degree of freedom in

selecting the amplitudes of the subcarriers in accordance with the channel condition,

the proposed scheme attains a significant performance gain over the conventional car-

rier interferometry NIC-CDNIA systems in which a constant amplitude is set for all the

carriers. Two adaptation strategies, namely local adaptation and global adaptation,

are proposed for estimating the appropriate subcarrier amplitudes at the receiver in

IV



the proposed s¡r5fsûÌs. A further- advantage of the proposecl scheme is that it recluces

the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) problem present in the conventional carrier
interferometry NIC-CDIVIA systems.

Finally, in the last part of this dissertation, a synchronous NIC-DS-CDMA system

especially for downlink, called phase offset assisted MC-DS-CDN.{A is proposed. Two
phase offset assignment schemes are introduced: i) the Carrier-Based phase offset, in
which a carefully chosen phase offset is introduced in each carrier to minimize the
MAI and ii) the User-Based phase offset, in which each user is assigned a different
phase offset. However, in contrast to the Carrier-Based phase offset, the same phase

offset is used in all the carriers. It is shown both schemes achieve approximately a

50% reduction in MAI level.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Organization of
the Dissertation

Multiple access schemes enable a large number of users to share a common transmis-

sion medium to transmit information to a receiver at the same time. As an example,

in a mobile cellular communication system, multiple users are allowed to access the

same frequency spectrum at the same time by meâns of a multiple access scheme.

Frequency spectrum is a scarce resource and one cannot a,fford to have only a single

user to use this resource exclusiveiy at a given time. In this example, the frequency

spectrum (i.e. some range of frequencies allocated by the service provider) is the

common medium and the users are the cellular telephone customers. In general,

there are three different types of multiple access schemes, time division multiple ac-

cess (TDMA), frequency division multiple access (FDMA) and code division multiple

access (CDMA).

The FDMA system divides the available frequency bands into disjoint subbands

and each subband is allocated to carry simultaneously a specific user's information in

time. In TDNIA systems, the entire available frequency bandwidth is used by a user

for a short period of time. A symbol time duration is divided into time slots, and

these slots are periodically allocated to the same user. Both schemes do not allow

users to share the same frequency band or the tirne slot at the same time. This tends

to be inefficient because a certain percentage of available slots, assigned to a user may

not carry information, which limits the number of simultaneous users in the channel.

Although it limits the number of users in the system, both access systems have the
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attractive feature is that there is no interference between the users.

In CDNÍA systems, all users share the same frequency and can transmit at the

same time. The users are distinguishable from each other by means of a user-specific

spreading sequence. The sequences used should have low cross-correlations in order

to keep the multiple access interference (lvIAI) from the other active users within the

system low. The most popular implementation of CDIvIA is called direct sequence

(DS) CDN4A (DS-CDMA). In a DS-CDNIA system, each user is assigned a spreading

sequence, which is multiplied by a chip waveform with duration of ?", to form the

user's signature waveform. Then each user sends his/her data stream by modulating

his/her own signature waveform with a single carrier frequency as in a single-user

communication system.

DS-CDMA has been used in second generation (2G) wireless comnunication sys-

tems like IS-95 and also in 3G wireless communication systems known as IIVIT-2000

due to it's capability to support capacity increase, provision of security and inter-

ference rejection [1], [2]. However, to satisfy the increasing demand for high data

rate transmissions and multimedia services in future mobile communications (4G),

a larger spreading bandwidth is required for DS-CDIVIA. From a practical point of

view, the need of wider bandwidth requires a contiguous frequency spectrum, which

can be difficult to obtain, in some cases. To cope up with these demands, recently,

multi-carrier CDMA has been chosen for radio transmission technology of IMT-2000

in the proposal of cdma2000 [3].

The multi-carrier CDMA system comprises of M subcarriers, such that the overall

system bandwidth (Br) is identical to that of the single-carrier CDMA (SC-CDViA),

as depicted in Fig. 1.1. In other words, the entire system bandwidth is divided into M

equal width frequency bands, and thus each subcarrier is modulated by a spreading

sequence which yields a narrowbandl DS-CDMA waveform. The user utilizes all the

subcarrier frequencies simultaneously.

A result of the entire bandwidth being divided equally among the subcarriers is

l One uses the term narrowband to refer to a spreading bandwidth of a subchannel that is (much)
less than the bandwidth of a conventional single carrier DS-CDMA.



(b)

Figure 1.1: Power spectral density (PSD) of (a) single-carrier CDN,IA and (b) multi-
carrier CDMA systems.

that the multi-carrier CDMA system requires a lower chip rate. This allows multi-

carrier systems to support high data rate services over hostile, i.e., fading radio chan-

nels. In addition, by allowing the subcarriers to overlap, the multi-carrier CDMA

system can achieve a higher spectral efficiency (see Fig. 1.1(b)). Moreover, if the

bandwidth of a subcarrier is selected to be approximately equal to the coherence

bandwidth of the channel (i.e., the multi-carrier chip duration is greater than or

equal to the multipath delay spread of the channel), then each subcarrier will tend

to fade non-selectively (i.e., flat) [a-10]. Furthermorer a multi-carrier system requires

a lower speed, parallel type of signal processing, in contrast to a fast serial type of
signal processing in SC-CDMA. Another interesting property of multi-carrier CDIVIA

system is that the modulation and demodulation operation can be easily implemented

with the aid of the Fast Fourier Tbansform (FFT) [4].

The current literature on multi-ca,rrier CDMA may be classified into two general

groups, depending upon whether time domain or frequency domain spreading is em-

ployed. In the former case, known as MC-DS-CDIVIA, transmitted symbols are mul-

tiplied by low-rate spreading sequences in time, yielding conventional, narrow band

DS waveforms' The complete DS-CDN{A waveforms are then transmitted at different
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carrier frequencies [9-i3], such that the net bandwidth allocation is equal to that of

a SC-CDIVIA system using a higher rate spreading sequence. With frequency domain

spreading, however, the spreading sequence is serial-to-parallel conver.ted such that

each chip modulates a different carrier frequency, and thus, the data symbol is trans-

mitted in parallel [A,7,t+1. Such systems are commonly referred to as IVIC-CDN{A

systems.

Both groups of multi-carrier CDNIA systems show a similar capability to mitigate

the effect of fading. The time spreading group will, in general, employ a smaller

number of carriers relative to the frequency spreading group, and thus, be lower in

complexity. This dissertation considers both groups of multi-carlier CDMA systerns.

Although the multi-carrier CDMA system has desirable properties, it's system

performance, as in the SC-CDMA system, is degraded due to NIAI in addition to the

background noise. The objective of this dissertation is to develop I\4AI minimization

techniques for multi-carrier CDMA systems. The motivations for this research is given

in each individual chapter. In this chapter only a general picture about problems

discussed in this dissertation is given. More detaited introductions are presented in

the subsequent individual chapters.

1.1 Organization of the l)issertation

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 investigates the impact of carrier

spacing on MAI performance, in an MC-DS-CDMA system, for a given chip wave-

form. Similar to [13] this study also concentrates on band-limited chip waveforms

as most practical systems are essentially band-limited. Throughout it is assumed

that the signature sequences are random signature sequences. This assumption im-

plies, that the MAI level depends only on the carrier spacing and the chip waveform

shape. It is shown that there exists an optimal carrier spacing, which gives the mi¡-
imum iVIAI, for a given chip waveform. Furthermore, a method to jointly design the

chip waveform and the carrier spacing to achieve the minimum IVIAI is presented.

The methodology uses â polynomial to synthesize the elementary density function,

which characterizes the band-limited chip waveform. It is shown that using a simple
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polynomial representation (only a few terms) for the elementary density functions

the proposed chip waveforms and carrier spacings considerably reduce the MAI com-

pared to the existing chip waveforms, particularly the commonly used raised cosine

waveform, for large value of roll-off factors.

In chapter 3, an adaptive carrier interferometry scheme is proposed for N4C-CDN1A

systems, where it is assumed that there is a feedback channel between the receiver

and the transmitter. By exploiting the additional degree of freedom in selecting the

amplitudes of the subcarriers in accordance with the channel condition, the proposed

scheme attains a significant performance gain over the conventional carrier interfer-

ometry NIC-CDMA (CI-NÍC-CDMA) [15] systems in which a constant amplitude is

set for all the carriers. Two adaptation strategies, namely local adaptation and global

adaptation, are considered for estimating the appropriate subcarrier amplitudes at the

receiver in the proposed systems. Both single-user adaptation, in which the interfer-

ers do not adapt, and multiuser adaptation, in which all users adapt are investigated.

A further advantage of the proposed scheme is that it reduces the peak-to-average

power ratio (PAPR) problem present in conventional CI-MC-CDIVIA [15] systems.

In Chapter 4, a novel MC-DS-CDMA system especially for downlink is proposed.

It is called phase offset assisted MC-DS-CDMA. Introduced are two phase offset

assignment schemes. The first is Carrier-Based phase offset, where a carefully chosen

phase offset is introduced in each carrier to minimize the MAI. In this scheme, when

the total number of users in the system is less than twice the number of carriers,

then a different phase offset can be assigned for each user. However, when the total
number of users in the system becomes more than twice the number of carriers, the

same phase offset needs to be assigned to several users. In contrast, the second is

User-Based phase offset, where each user is assigned a different phase offset. However,

unlike Carrier-Based phase offset, the same phase offset is used in all the carriers. It
is shown that both schemes achieve approximately 50% reduction in NIAI level over

existing MC-DS-CDMA systems. Furthermore, the tradeoff between both schemes

also presented in this chapter.

Finally Chapter 5 draws conclusions and gives suggestions for future study.



Chapter 2

Chip \Maveforms and Carrier
Spacittg for MC-DS-CDMA

The current literature on multi-carrier CDMA can be classified into two general

groups, depending upon whether time domain or frequency domain spreading is em-

ployed. The systern considered in this chapter belongs to the time spreading group,

known as MC-DS-CDI\44. As mentioned before, the performance of the MC-DS-

CDMA systems degrades rnainly due to MAL Accordingly, it is important to identify

the system parameters that characterize the MAI in MC-DS-CDMA systems. In
general, the following system parameters will affect the MAI in MC-DS-CDMA sys-

tems [13]: (i) the number of carriers and the carrier spacing between two ad.jacent

carriers, (ii) tlie spreading sequences, and (iii) the shape of the chip waveform em-

ployed. Here, the question of interest is: for a given channel bandwidth and number

of users, how to choose these parameters efficiently, such that the MAI is minimum.

Different carrier spacings have been used for MC-DS-CDMA systems. For systems

using time-limited chip waveforms in [16], the distance between the two adjacent

carriers equals the bit rate (after serial-to-parallel conversion), whereas it equals the

chip rate for the systems considered in [9,11,17]. For MC-DS-CDNIA systems using

a band-limited chip waveform, there is yet another popular choice of carrier spacing

such that the spectrum of two adjacent carriers do not overiap [10]. A general carrier

spacing for MC-DS-CDÌVIA systems using a time-limited chip waveform (rectangular

chip waveform) is also considered in 1L2,78,19], where it is shown that the optimal

carrier spacing is very close to the chip rate. Regarding the efiect of the number

6
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of carriers on NÍAI, it was observed that increasing the number of carriers reduces

the MAI level but there is a lower iimit to this reduction. However, none of the

above mentioned studies have studied the effect of ca,rrier spacing on the IVIAI in

MC-DS-CDIVIA systems with band-limited chip waveforms.

The chip waveform has been noted to be an important system parameter for

conventional SC-CDMA systems. The effect of both time-limited and band-limited

chip waveforms on MAI level in SC-CDMA has been investigated in 120-22]. In

contrast, for most of the MC-DS-CDMA systems found Ín the literature, either a time-

limited rectangular waveform or a band-limited raised cosine waveform is generally

employed [9-12,17-19]. However, recently. the influence of the different band-limited

and time-limited chip waveforms on the MAI performance of IVIC-DS-CDNIA was

studied in [13] and [23] respectively. In both papers the carrier spacing is assumed

to be equal to the chip rate. In [13], it was shown that the commonly used raised

cosine chip waveform has the poorest NIAI compared to the other band-limited chip

waveforms.

Although the search for good signature sequences could improve the performance

of MC-DS-CDMA systems [24], random binary signature sequences have been widely

used to analyze the MAI in MC-DS-CDMA systems [10-13, 16-19]. Some reasons

for using random signature sequences are as follows [25]. First, random signature

sequences are often used in an attempt to match certain characteristics of extremely

complex signature sequences with a very long period. Second, random signature

sequence models may serve as substitutes for deterministic models when there is little

or no information about the structure of the signature sequences to be used. Finally,

for a system with a large number of users and very long signature sequences, the use

of random signature sequences helps to obtain computable closed-form explessions

for the system analysis.

To investigate the impact of the carrier spacing on MAI performance, in an asyn-

chronous IVIC-DS-CDNIA systems, for a given chip waveform, is the goal of ttiis chap-

ter. Similar to [13] this study also concentrates on the band-limited chip waveforms

since most practical systems are essentially band-limited. The performance criterion
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is the aaerage MAI at the output of a correlation receiver. Throughout it is assumed

that the signature sequences are random signature sequences. This assumption im-

plies, that the MAI level depends only on the carrier spacing and the chip waveform

shape. Finally, a method to jointly design the chip waveform and the carrier spacing

to achieve the minimum MAI is presented. The methodology uses a polynomial to

synthesize the elementary density function, which characterizes the band-limited chip

waveform.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 describes the model of the MC-

DS-CDMA system under consideration. Multiple access interference analysis is car-

ried out in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 investigates the impact of the carrier spacing and

the chip waveforms on the MAI performance. A method to jointly design the chip

waveform and the carrier spacing to achieve the minimum average MAI is pr-esented

in Section 2.4. Finally, Section 2.5 summarizes the chapter.

2.L System Model

Consider an asynchronous band-limited MC-DS-CDMA system with M subcarriers

and /l users. The transmitter of the kth user is shown in Fig. 2.1, which is similar

to the one described in 113]. At the transmitter, each user's bit stream with bit

duration 76 is serial-to-parallei converted into M lower-rate streams. The serial-to-

parallel output bit is a lower-rate sequence of duration T : MTo. Let b¡,,,,(i) be the

kth user's bit stream, which is transmitted over the rnth carrier during the ith bit

duration. Each bit stream is spread by a random signature sequenc e c¡,(n) of chip

duration 7". Both b¡,-(z) and c¡"(n) are modeled as sequences of independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d) random variables taking values in {-1, *1} with equal

probability. Furthermore, for each bit duration 7, there are ly' chips. Thus

andz:l"lN'|.

T : NT": MTu (2 r)



Chip shaping

vku)
Serial

to
Parallel

converter

. ,o fu) Ji cos(zn¡,t)

b0,,,,(i)

11
i 'rþ) Jicos(zn7,,t)

bo,nn (i)

'oþ) Jlcos(zn¡n,t)

Figure 2.1: The transmitter of the ,kth user in an MC-DS-CDVIA system.

The transmitted signal of the Æth user can be expressed as

oo A4

a*Q) : Jn" Ð Ðbr,,-(L"lN))c¡,(n)p(t - nT,)cos(2trf,_t) (2.2)
n:-æln:],

where E" represents the energy per chip, while /,r, represents the carrier frequency of

the rnth subcarrier. The chip waveform p(t) is band-limited and it is normalized to

have unit energ-y, 1."., ,[î pz(t)at : t. Let p(f) : f {p(t)}, where -F denotes the

Fourier transform. It is assumed that p(/) is limited to f-B"l2,B"l2l and G(/) :
lP(f)12 satisfies the Nyquist criterion with a roll-off factor p (0 s p < r). This

implies lhat B.: (1 + P)lf" and the general expression for G(/) corresponding to

p(f) is as follows [13]:

(2 3)

where the normali,zed elementarg densitg functi,on X (f) is any continuous function

of / defined over 0 < / < l that satisfies the following conditions: 0 S X(f) ( l for

/ e [0, 1]; X(0) : 0.5 and X (1) : 0.

('",- osl/l <æ
(:( r\:)'.1'- x Çry,I)],æ <trt< h"\l/ 

ìr"(rä_,) , h<tl<W
[o W<t¡t
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f,,= _[,+(rr-1)A

Figure 2.2: The generâlized PSD of a band-limited NIC-DS-CDIVIA system.

The generic power spectral density (PSD) of a band-limited MC-DS-CDNIA sys-

tem is slrown in Fig. 2.2, wherc 87 is the total bandwidth of the system and

B": (7 + P)lf" represents the passband bandwidth of each subcarrier. Unlike [13],

this cha,pter considers a variable carrier spacing, A, : cB", between successive car-

riers, where the normal'ized carrier spaci,ng c is allowed to vary between 0 and 1.

Hereafter in this chapter, the norrnal'ized carrier spaci,ng is referred to as carTier

spaci'ng. Finally, the subcarrier frequencies in Fig. 2.2 are ârranged according to

f* : ft *(m- 1)4, m:7,2,...,1V1. (2.4)

Then, according to Fig. 2.2, the system's total bandwidth, the carrier spacing c

and the bandwidth of the subcarriers are related by

By : [(M-L)c+7]8". (2.5)

It follows from (2.1) and (2.5) that the processing gain l,i of the system can be

expressed as

MFN- (r+P)|"(M-1)+11 (2.6)

where F : BrTu is a parameter characterizing the bandwidth-bit duration product

of tlre system. Thus, for given Br,Tu and xrI, the processing gain,À/ depends on B
and c.

The channel model can either be additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) or slowly

varying frequency-selective Rayleigh fading with maximum delay spread T¿. Let

=(1+ p)lr,
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Tr,. be the chip period of the single-carrier system, which is related to the system

bandwidth by 7,,,: (1 + ti)lBr.Then the number of resolvable paths of the fading

channel is [10]

L:L+l+1 (2 7)

It was shown in [10], [17] that if the number of carriers lV1 is chosen to be tìre same as

tlre number of resolvable paths, i.e., IVI : tr, then the subchannels for VIC-DS-CDMA

systems become frequency nonselective. It follows that the complex low-pass impulse

response of the kth user's subchannels can be modeled as

hr,,-(t): h¡,^6(t): (rt,,*eiþo,6(t), m: I,2,... ,M (2 8)

wlrere o¡,,, ând tþ¡,* are the fading amplitude and the phase of the mth subchannel,

respectively. The fading amplitudes are generally correlated, but after the informa-

tion bits are properly interleaved they can be assumed to be i.i.d. Rayleigh random

variables with E{a20,^} : 1. Note that if a¡,,,, is set to be a constant one and ry'6,- is

set to zero, then (2.8) models an A\Ä/GN channel.

The received signal can be written as

KI4oo
,(t) : r/u.ÐÐ Ð *r,,-bo,^(L"l N ))"r@)

A:1 m:1 ?z:-oo
.p(t - nT" - r¡) cos(Ztr f ̂ t I çn,,,) + n(t). (2 s)

In (2.9), the propagation delay r¡ and the overall phase shlft ç¡,,* are i.i.d uniform

random variables over [0,7] and [0,2r] respectively; and n(t) is additive white Gaus-

sian noise with two-sided power spectral density of Nsl2.

The receiver for user k employs a bank of ,421 chip matched filters, each detects the

bits transmitted on a particular carrier. The received signal is coherently demodulated

and low-passed for each subcarrier to obtain the transmitted signal of each subcarrier.

Here the low-pass filter is used to remove the double frequency terms. Then the iow-

pass filter output is passed through a filter matched to the chip waveform. The output

of each chip matched filter is sampled every Q seconds and then correlated with the

corresponding spreading sequence to generate the decision statistic. The lth branch

of the receiver for user k is illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
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Lowpass Chip matched
filter fìlter

Ji cos(zn¡,t) ,o (r')

FÍgure 2.3: The /th branch of the kth user's receiver.

2.2 fnterference Analysis

Consider the detection of ttre bit stream associated with the lth subcarrier of user

k : 7. It is assumed that the carrier, code and bit are perfectly synchronized. Since

only relative delays and phases are important one can set Tl : 0 and. ç1,¿: 0. The

signal at the output of the matched filter, zt,t(t), in Fig. 2.J can be written as

K co lt|

tr,,(t) : ,/ ""Ð Ð D oo,*rr,^(l"lN ))"r(n)
k-1 n--oo m-1

.[*. 

J_,_p(t - nT"-r¡-tu)p(u)cos(2tr(f*- fù(t+u)+ pk,, )du+rtþ)
: d,,,t(t) + ¿Í?(¿) + il')Q) + ¿Í31(¿) + q(t). (2.10)

The output is composed of dr,,(t) the desired signal, three interference terms ¿\t,ì, n?ì,

ifJ which comprise the MAI and a component rlþ) due to the input AWGN. d.r,¿(t)

(corresponding to k:1,^: l), is given by

d,r,t|) : f E"or,, i a,,,{ LrlN))"r(n) [* ,ft-nT"+u)p(u)auI

";* 
/ -Ôo

1/ E"or,,"à fu,¿(lnlN ))cy(n)s(t - nT"). (2.rr)

Tlre ftrnction g(t) in (2.11) is defined as

s(t) : F-'{G(f)} : p(¿) * p(-t) (2.r2)

where x denotes the convolution operation. a(t) is the AWGN component and defined

by

nþ) : 4 {n(fitT cos (2tr f¿fi} (2.13)
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where lo represents a lowpass filtering operation that eliminates double frequency

telms.

The other-three terms in (2.10) account for the following types of interference:

(a) The interference from the other carriers of the first user (corresponding to k:1,
m * l) is given by

-.(1)¡.r 
A'l oo

\,t \L ) : J E"Ð Ð or,,-br,*l"l N l)rt(r)
m:7 ,n:_oo
m*I

. [* o(, - nT" + u)p(u) cos(2rV(m - t)(t* z) + pl,,*)du.(2.r4)
J _cn

(b) The interference from the same carrier of the other (lf - 1) users (corresponding

to k t' L,m: /) which can be expressed as follows:

Kco
¿\') a) : t/8,Ð D or,,b,,,,l"l N ))"*(n)

,*r:'rl:-(a
' 
J_*p(t - nT" - r¡, i u)p(u) cos(ç¡,¿)du. (2.15)

Note that ¿?lA¡ can be treated as the MAI in a SC-CDMA system (with carrier

frequency /¿).

(c) The third term in (2.10) is the interference from all other carriers of the (K - 1)

users (corresponding to k t' I,m I l) and can be written as

K I,l oo

¿\')@ : \/ 4t t Ð o*,^ur,^l"lN ))"r(n)
k:2 

Å-Ìr7¿:-oo

. [* ,(, - nT" - rn r u)p(u) cos(2rV(m - t)(t+ u) + 9¡,,,.)d,u.(2.I6)J_*

The decision statistic for the transmitted bit h,¿(0) is obtained by sampling 
"r,,(t)

at the chip rate and correlating the results with the corresponding signature sequence.

This decision statistic can be written as

N-1
Zt,t : f .t(n')21,¿(n'7")

n':o: Du¿ t 4l) + 4',,) + 41,) + n (2.r7)
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where

and

Note tirat property

for D1,¿ in (2.18).

Since 4',,), 4?,
21¡ conditioned on

¡/* 1

T: t c1(n')r7(n'7"). (2.20)
n':o

g(n' - n)7" : 0 for n' I n has been used to obtain the expression

¡/- 1

Dt,t : f "r þt' )cfi,¿(n' T") : N J 8"a1,¿b1,¿(0)

n':o

¡/-1
r:t,) : I., @')¿f,ì(n'7"), j:r,2,J

n'--o

(2.18)

(2.1s)

zero means, the variance of

channel) can be written as

* var {a} . Q.zI)

(2.22)

nt(þ, c, XU)) (2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

1{3,) and n are uncorrelated and have

bt,¿(0) and a1,¿ (for the case of fading

va,- {21,¿ló1,¿(0), a1,¿} : Ë "u. {tfi }j:t

Using the results in [10], [13], and [17] one has

"u, {r{})} 
: 

Y*¿(þ,c,xU))

""' {r{])} +,,u' {t{?} :
NE"(K - 7)

and

where

¡ú^,h
var {4} :

Ad oo

x¿(þ,c,x(Í)): Ð t
n=7 f:-oo
m#t

t:

+Ð-l:n¿(l3,c,X(Í)): Gt,*U)df (2.26)
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are interpreted as inter-carrier interferences from the same user a,nd clifferent users)

respectively, whele G,,,.(f) : G(f)G(,f - clm - tlB").

Note that G(/) depends on both x(/) and, p as in (2.3). Further.more, in (2.25)

and (2.26), the number of subcarriers overlapped with the subcarrier I is determined

by the carrier- spacing c. From the PSD drawn in Fig. 2.2, and, the facts that
0 1 c ( 1, and G(/) is an even function limited to [-8.12,8"12], one can write

X1(IJ,c,X(f)) and n¿(B,c,X(f)) as foilows:

xL(þ, c, x (f )) : 2 -rr-rrr. dfl (2 27)

rcÁl, c,X(/)) G¿,* (Í) df (2.28)

lowest and the

two subcarriers

wlrere L(l,nt,c) : cB"lm - tll2; 
^-(/,c) 

and .A+(l,c) indicate the

liighest subcarriers that are overlapped with the /th subcarrier. These

can be determined as follows:

|t- (1, c)

A+(/, c)

tåt

tål

t:l
tål

:{

_t-t

n+1t,c) co | "Ecr rll'
m:Â- (r,c) ,:-* l'l L(l'm,c)

nll

^ ,,r,+1r,c; 
^Þ_Ç:" \- l"'rLI- c 

^=L- (t,.) J L(l'm'c)

l(*) 
'

1, I -
r-[]l+r, t-
M, l+
z+[]l-r, t+

+1<1
+1>1

-7> M
-I < M

The signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) at the input of the comparator

of the lth subcarrier in Fig. 2.3 is given by [13]

5INR, : lU{zttlh,t9),atù12' var {Zt,¿lh,¿(O), o,,,}
N2 E"ù?,r

D;:, ""' {{',i} * "*
,(K-r).,^ ï(/))l* ïJ¿(p,c,) 

_l

(2.2e)

,
ctL,I

SINRI

(2.30)
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where E6: NE. is the enelgy per bit. J¿(þ,c,X(Í)) is the normalized interference

parameter [13], given by

r¿(0,,, x (Í)): # i{{#jP + Kt(p, 
", xrilf (2.31)

(2.33)

and SINR-¿ is the SINR that corresponds to an AWGN channel, i.e., when c.t,¿: L.

It can be seen from (2.30) that when the signal to background noise ratio (86/Àfo)

and the number of users K are fixed, the performa,nce of the system is determined by

JÁþ,c,X(/)), which in turn depends on the particular carrier-under consideration,

the roll-off factor, the carrier spacing and the shape of the chip waveform. To take all

the carriers into account, define the following average interference parameter (auerage

MAr) [13]

tAI
1,(0,c,XUD : r>,J¿(l3,c,X(/))I:I

x¿(þ, c,X(/)) ^rl+ f nÁþ, c,X (/)) 
II:1 I

-,,- 
-¡

(2.32)(K -1)

where in (2.32) the processing gain l/ is defined by (2.6), which depends on the roll-off

factor and the carrier spacing. It can be obsêrved from (2.32), that for a fixed ¡l2
andT6, a specific chip waveform and a given K and B, the MAI mainly depends on

the carrier spacing.

In general, it is sensible to use the chip waveform and the carrier spacing that
minimizes the above average MAI in order to improve the SINR performance. F\rr-

thermore, the inter-carrier interference from the same user (the first term in (2.32))

can be neglected when K is large. In this case the average MAI is well approxi-

mated [13] as

1:
]VT N

Having defined the average X4AI, the next section demonstrates the impact of the

carrier spacing for a given chip waveform on the MAI performance.
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2.3 The rrnpact of a chip w-aveform and carrier

Spacing

This section investigates tìre impact of carrier spacing on the MAI performance with

different chip waveforms corresponding to the foilowing elementary density functions,

defined over / e [0, t]:

(1) The raised cosine pulse: X(f): + [1 - sin (#)]

(2) The "Better than Nyquist" pulse 126l: X(f): l[Z - exp (InZf)]

(3) The cosine pulse l13l: XU): jcos ($)

Other chip waveforms [27,28] were investigated. Their performance v/as similar and

hence only the above chip waveforms are considered here. In this investigation, the

transmission iate a,nd the system bandwidth are fixed so that the bandwidth-bit

duration product defined by F : T687 is constant. Based on the system parameters

given in [3], for all systems under comparison, the parameter F is set to 2b6. All the

numerical results presented in this section are obtained using MATLAB.

Figures 2.a-@) and 2.4-(b) show the inter-carrier interference from the same user,

¡, and inter-carrier interference from other users) rc, respectively. The results were

obtained using the raised cosine chip waveform with 0 :0.5 and M: 41. Observe

from Fig. 2.a-@) that ¡ reduces as the number of users increases. As pointed out

in Section 2.2, it can be seen from these two figures that rc ) X and the difference

becomes larger for larger values of K. Thus, it is reasonable to use (2.33) to quantify

tlre average IVIAI. Furthermore, note tirat from Fig. 2.4-(b) when carrier spacing

increases up to 0.8 that ¡; decreases and is approximateìy constant over the range of

c € [0.8, 1.0]. This is because the inter-carrier interference from other users due to

other subcarriers decreases significantly as c incr-eases and becomes zero when c: I.
However, there will be interference at the same carrier from other users.

lNote that one can choose any vaìue for M. However, it will be shown later in this section that
there is a negligible reduction in VIAI for larger M. The¡efore for all the examples considered in this
section a good choice fo¡ M is 4.
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 r

(bí

Figure 2.4: The inter-carrier interference from (a) same user and (b) other users:
lvI : 4 F :256 and p: 0.5.

For fixed M - 4 and K : 20, Figures 2.5 to 2.7 illustrate the impact of the

carrier spacing on NIAI levels, i(þ,",X(Í)), of each chip waveform for different roll-

off factors. The MAI changes due to the variation of carrier spacing, in Fig. 2.6,

with roll-off factor þ : 0.5 can be explained by the results obtained from Fig. 2.8

(processing gain versus carrier spacing) and Fig. 2.4-(b) (inter-carrier interference

from other users versus carrier spacing). For a carrier spacing between 0 and 0.1, the

1VIAI increases, because the processing gain decreases faster than that the decrease

in interference (recall that NIAI is inversely proportional to processing gain). In
contrast, roughly, between 0.1 and 0.7, both processing gain and the interference

reduce approximately at the same rate. Hence the 1VIAI reduces. After 0.7, the

decreasing rate of the interference is less than that of processing gain, while resuÌt in

the MAI increasing.

For the three chip waveforms, Fig. 2.9 shows that regardless of the roll-off factor,

p, the carrier spacing, c, should be less than one to minimize NIAL Furthermore, it

- 
K=5

- - K:10
- - K:20
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Figure 2.5: Influence of the ca,rrier spacing on N,IAI levels using different chip wave-
forms: þ :7.0.

can be seen that the optimal carrier spacings are almost the same when É < 0.5. Tlie

optimal carrier spacing for p > 0.5 is, however, different. By observing the figure, one

may speculate that there is a possibility to get minimum MAI when c is greater than

one. But this is not the case. When c ) 1, the interference from the other carriers of

the 1st user and the interference from other carriers of (K-1) users is zero, with only

the interference from the same carrier of the (K - 1) users, present. This interference

is independent of c. However, because the processing gain decreases as c increases,

the resulting À,IAI increases.

Finally, the effect of the number of carriers M on the NIAI level is illustrated in

Fig. 2.10, for the laised cosine chip waveform with 0 :0.5. As seen from Fig. 2.10,

the MAI reduces as the number of carr-iers increases. However, there is a limit to

the MAI reduction achievable by increasing the number of carrier M, especially for

a larger carrier spacing. It is also observed that, though for all the chip waveforms

considered the IVIAI level reduces as the number of carriers increases, the optimal
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Figure 2.6: Influence of the carrier spacing on NIAI levels using clifferent chip wave-
forms: þ :0.5.

carrier spacing remains unchanged with the number of calriers.

In this section, one has investigated the impact of carrier spacing on VIAI in an

MC-DS-CDMA system with different chip waveforms. It rvas demonstrated that,

there exists an optimal carrier spacing, which gives the minimum MAI, for a given

chip waveform. Motivated by this observation, a methodology to jointly design the

chip waveform and the carrier spacing which minimizes NIAI is presented in the next

section.

0.80.60.40.2

2.4 The Joint optimization of the chip \Maveform
and Carrier Spacing

Ideally, one would like to jointly design the chip waveform and the carrier spacing that

maximizes the average SINR among the lltl carriers. However, such an optimization

problem appears to be intractable. Instead, one tries to optimize the chip waveform

and the carrier spacing jointly that minimizes the average MAI defined by (2.33).
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Figure 2.7: Inflience of the carrier spacing on [,IAI levels using different chip wave-
forms: 0 :0.3.
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This problem to jointly design the chip wavefolm and the carrier spacing for ¡4C-DS-

CDN4A systems can be formulated as follows.

Problern 1: Consider an IVIC-DS-CDX4A system equipped rvith a correlation receiver

in each subchannel. Given the transrnission rate (1fT6), the total bandwiclth BT
(or equivalently F), the number of users K ancl the roli-off factor p, frnd the opti-
mal elementary density function X 0 and optimal carrier spacing c that minimizes

]UJ,",X(fD subject to the following constraints. (i) X(0) :0.5, X(1) :0 and (ii)
0(c(1.

Given the complexity of the objective and constraint functions, it is difficult to
solve for X(Í) and c directly. Instead, the elementary density function X(/) is

approximated with an trth-order polynomial as follows:

L

x(f):Ðr,Í0. (2.34)
i:0

Using the expansion in (2.34), the problem of finding the chip waveform and car-

rier spacing jointly to minimize (2.33) reduces to a finite-dimensional optimization
problem in (I*2) unknowns {{z¿}oL:o,c}. Obviously, one expects that a better ap-

proximation of the theoretically optimal chip waveform is obtained with a larger value

of tr. Nevertheless, numerical results in Section 2.4.1 show that for all values of B,
L < 5 is enough to practically achieve the maximum MAI suppression capability of
the optimal chip waveform and the carrier spacing.

Applying the constraints X(0) : 0.S and X(1) : 1 to (2.J4) gives z¡ : 0.5

and ff, r¿ : 0.5' Furthermore, it is reasonable to require that X(/) decreases

monotonically over [0, 1]. It then follows that x'(Í) ( 0 and a1 ( 0, where x,(/) is

the first derivative of X(f). With these constraints, Problem 1 is now equivalent to
the following optimization problem.

Problem 2: Given the transmission rate (71T6), the total bandwidth BT, the number
of users K and the roll-off factor p, find tr coefficients u¿, i : r,2,. . . ,tr and the
optimal carrier spacing c, that minimize (2.33) subject to: (i) DL, r¿ : 0.b; (ii)

D!:r¿roÍ(¿-l) <0, V f e [0, 1]; (iii) 11 (0and (iv) 0(c< 1.

The above finite-dimensional nonlinea,r constrained optimization problem can be
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solved numerically, for exatnple by sequential quadratic pr-oglamming routines in the
]\'IATLAB optimization toolbox [29]. Since the sequential quadratic programming

cannot guarantee a global minimum, the optimization v/as rurl for many runs with
different initial conditions to obtain the global minimnm.

2.4.L Results and Comparisons

To compare the performance of tlie optimum chip waveform wíth the chip waveforms

of Section 2.3, consider an NIC-DS-CDIvIA system witli K : 20 users , fuI :4 carriers

and F :256' Given the number of users, the number of carriers and the roll-offfactor,
different va,lues of tr (i.e., the polynomial order) were used to obtain the elementary

density functions and the carrier spacing. Plotting the average NIAI versus tr reveals

that, for all the roll-off factors considered, the asymptote of the minimum average

MAI is reached practically for tr : 5. It is also observed that, the optimal carrier

spacing saturates for L ) 5. Thus L : 5 is used in all the remaining examples of this
section.

Table 2'1 provides a comparison of the average MAI performance of the optimal
chip waveform and the other chip waveforms for five different values of p. Note

that the carrier spacing is also optimized for each of the considered chip waveforms.

Observe that, although the optimal chip waveform cân reduce the MAI at any vaiue

of p, the reduction is quit marginal for small values of B. This is expected because

the elementary density function can only be designed over a small freq¡ency range

(P l(27")) Due to this it can be seen that the optimal carrier spacings remain almost

the same for all the chip waveforms when p < 0.5. The optimal carrier spacing are

also very close to the chip rate (i.e., c: Il(I+ p))

The situation for large values of p is, however, very different. For example, com-

pared to the raised cosine waveform, the optimal chip waveform can reduce the NIAI
by 10% at P :1'0. The optimal carrier-spacing for all the considered chip waveforms

are also different from the chip rate for B:0.7b and 0: I.0.

Fis' 2.11 plots the spectra of the optimal chip waveforms obtained f'or differ-

ent values of roll-off factors. The coefficients of the polynomial expansions of the
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performance of IVIC-DS-CDN/IA systems using different chip

p Waveform Normalized 1VIAI c (optimal) c: (711+ p)
(L: 7lT")

0.22

Raised cosine

"Better than Nyquist"
Cosine

Optimum

4.0640e-3

4.0380e-3

4.0330e-3

3.9828e-3

0.820

0.830

0.820

0.825

0.820

0.35

Raised cosine

"Better than Nyquist"
Cosine

Optimum

4.1550e-3

4.1140e-3

4.1050e-3

4.0729e-3

0.740

0.740

0.740

0.750

0.747

0.5

Raised cosine

"Better than Nyquist"
Cosine

Optimum

4.2490e-3

4.1830e-3

4. i710e-3

4.0230e-3

0.690

0.700

0.690

0.710

0.667

0.75

Raised cosine

"Better than Nyquist"
Cosine

Optimum

4.3900e-3

4.2690e-3

4.2570e-3

4.0290e-3

0.620

0.650

0.640

0.599

0.577

1.0

Raised cosine

"Better than Nyquist"
Cosine

Optimum

4.4990e-3

4.2840e-3

4.2690e-3

4.0462e-3

0.580

0.660

0.700

0.956

0.500

Table 2.2: Coefficients of the polynomial expansion of the elementary density function
for different values of roll-off factor ß.

p It I2 lr3 I4 I5
0.22 -7.L478e-7 -9.629Ie-2 -9.6303e-2 -9.6311e-2 -9.6377e-2

0.35 -2.9340e-2 -2.7905e-7 3.8559e-1 2.2837e-7 -8.0551e-1

0.5 -2.7933e-1 4.3668e-1 -1.9370e-1 -2.2205e-7 -2.416Ie-I
0.75 -3.4301e-1 6.1163e-1 -2.7458e-2 -3.0746e-7 -4.3370e-1

i.0 -2.0I74e-7 1.8128 -7.7452 71.467 -6.4330
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Figure 2'11: Plots of GU) for the optimal chip waveforms for different roll-off factors
p.

elementary density functions for those chip waveforms are provided in Table 2.2.

In Fig. 2.I2, the bit error rate (BER) performance over an AWGN channel is

evaluated for MC-DS-CDMA systems employing different chip waveforms and carrier

spacings with p : 1.0. By approximating the interference as a Gaussian random

variable, the BER is calculated as2 [i:]

nAWGNrb:
-\

vsrNR,) (2.35)

where SINRI is given in (2.30). Consistent with the average MAI performance, Fig.

2'12 shows the superiority of tlie proposed chip waveforms to the other schemes

considered, especially at high EulNo. At BER level of 10-5, a gain of about 2dB

and 1.5d8 in E6f Ns can be attained by the optimal chip waveform over the space-

optimized raised cosine waveform and "Better than Nyquist" waveform, respectively.

Also there is a gain of about 2.5d8 over the raised cosine waveform with the commonly

#ä,(

ìi
I

r\
I

,e@) : (2n)-t,F 
""p(-{t /2)d.€.
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Figure 2.72: BEP" performance of I\4C-DS-CDMA systems using different chip wave-
forms over an AWGN channel and for {3 : 7: (op-Optimal, rcos-Raised cosine, bn-
"Better than Nyquist").

used carrier spacing c : ll(L+É). Furthermore, the proposed optimal chip waveform

significantly outperforms the raised cosine waveform with carrier spacing c : I (non-

overlapped carriers) at any EulNo values.

Finally, Table 2.3 provides the BER performance of the above scheme over a

fading channel. Here it is assumed that using M : 4 carriers makes each subchannel

experience frequency non-selective Rayleigh fading. Note that the BER is calculated

[13] as

¡¡fadingth

f'-
(2.36)

As in the case of an AWGN channel, it can be observed again that the proposed opti-

mai chip waveform outperforms other schemes considered. However, the performance

gain is very marginal over the space-optimized "Better than Nyq¡ist" waveform.

14

T
l:12lul
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Table 2.3:
forms and

BER performance of
carrier spacings over a

MC-DS-CD]VIA
fading channel:

systems using different chip wave-

0 :7.0-

Ebl¡/o (dB) 5 15 25

Optimum 7.5928e-2 2.4466e-2 1.8224e-2
"Better than Nyquist" : spacing-optimized 7.7085e-2 2.6094e-2 1.9977e-2

7.7717e-2 2.6974e-2 2.0832e-2
Raised cosine: c: IlQ + p) 7.7933e-2 2.7286e-2 2.7I56e-2
Raisedcosine: c:1 8.1391e-2 3.2I30e-2 2.6I89e-2

2.5 Summary

The effect of carrier spacing and band-limited chip waveforms on the performance

of MC-DS-CDMA systems has been investigated in this chapter. It is demonstrated

that, there exists an optimal carrier spacing that gives the minimum MAI, for a given

chip waveform and roll-off factor. Based on this conclusion, a method to jointly design

the chip waveform and the carrier spacing to achieve the minimum average MAI for

a band-limited MC-DS-CDIVIA system is presented. The optimization was simplified

by approximating the elementary function with an trth-order polynomial. It is shown

that for all values of the roll-off factor, the fifth-order polynomial is good enough

to practically achieve the maximum MAI suppression capability of the optimal chip

waveform and the carrier spacing. The optimal elementary density functions and

optimal carrier spacings were determined for various roll-off factors. The obtained

waveforms \Mere compared with the other existing chip waveforms and were shown to

achieve a MAI reduction capability, especially for high values of the roll-off factor.



Chapter 3

Adaptive CI-MC-CDMA Systems

In contrast to Chapter 2, the multi-carrier CDN4A system which uses frequency do-

main spreading, referred to as MC-CDMA, is the focus of this chapter. It is relevant

to point out that in MC-CDMA systems, unlike MC-DS-CDMA systems, the chip

waveform is a rectangular pulse and the carrier spacing is confined to the bit rate.

That is, the carriers are orthogonal and hence there is no inter-carrier interference. It
then follows that when the number of carriers and the carrier spacing are also fixed,

for a given total bandwidth, the MAI in MC-CDNIA systems is only determined by

the set of the users' signature sequences.

To date, most MC-CDMA systems adopt signature sequences that were previously

devised for DS-CDMA systems. In [30], thorough analysis and comparison of existing

spreading codes, including the Hadamard-Walsh, Gold, orthogonal Gold, and Zadoff-

Chu sequences are presented for MC-CDMA systems. More recently, a new family

of spreading sequences, known as carrier interferometry (CI) codes, has also been

introduced specifically for MC-CDMA systems [15]. The CI codes, which are of

length ly', have tlie unique feature which allows a MC-CDMA system to support N
users orthogonally and, as the system demand increases, to accommodate up to an

additional ¡/ - 1 users pseudo-orthogonally. l\4oreover, there is no restriction on the

length .^/ of the CI codes (i.e., the length ,Ày' can be any integer), making it more

robust to the diverse requirements of the wireless environment.

Essentiall¡ the CI codes are designed by appropriately varying the phases of the

orthogonal carriers, while assuming a constant amplitude for all carriers. Allowing

29
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both the amplitudes and phases of the carriers to be changed provides an additional

degree of freedom to design the signature waveforms for IVIC-CDI\4A systems. \,Vhile

such a design still preserves all the properties of CI codes, it can provicle a perfor-

mance enhancement by adapting the carrier amplitudes according to the condition

of the fading channel. Signature sequence adaptation in fading channels has been

extensively studied for traditional DS-CDMA systems via transmitter/receiver opti-

mization under different performance criteria [31-36]. A similar adaptation strategy

is studied for MC-DS-CDIvIA systems in [37] by varying the carrier pov/ers of each

user.

The system of interest in this chapter is an MC-CDMA over a multipath fading

channel. Given the system's total bandwidth and transmission power, the objective is

to adapt the amplitudes of the orthogonal carriers according to the channel condition

to optimize the system performance (i.e., the MAI is minimized). Since the phases of

the sinusoidal carriers are also defined as in [15], the carrier interferometry property

still applies and hence, it is appropriate to refer to the proposed MC-CDMA scheme

as adaptiue carrierinterferometrE MC-CDMA (ACI-MC-CDMA). For simplicity, it
is assumed that there is an ideal feedback channel to transmit the updated carrier

amplitudes from the receiver back to the transmitter, A minimum mean square error

(MMSE) receiver is also assumed. The signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR)

will be used as the performance index at the output of the MMSE receiver.

The carrier amplitude adaptation is performed in the user-based mode. In user-

based adaptation, the amplitude of the carriers are adapted to maximize the overall

SINR, which is the sum of the SINR of all carriers. Two algorithms, namely local

and global adaptation, are exâ,mined for user-based adaptation. These algorithms are

implemented based on the technique presented in [36] for SC-CDMA systems.

In local adaptation, an individual user is allowed to adapt his/her own carrier am-

plitudes to optimize his/her own performance) without considering the performance of

other users in the system. Since the signals from other users are treated as noise, the

performance criterion for this adaptation strategy is the SINR of that particular user.

This type of strategy is well suited for situations where each user needs to achieve
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a different quality of service, as is typical in multimedia wireless communications as

rvell as multirate communications. Although this adaptation is applicable for both

uplink or downlink communications, it is more appropriate for the downlink, where

other usets' inforrnation is not generally available at a particular user.'s receiver.

In contrast, global adaptation updates each user's carrier amplitudes in order to

optimize the overall system performance. Hence, the total mean square error (or

equivalently, the âverage SINR of all users) is a suitable performance criterion. Since

overall system performance is the objective in this adaptation, global adaptation is

more appropriate for uplink communications, where all the usels' information is gen-

erally available at the receiver. This scheme is applicable in downlink communications

as well, where different groups of users' operate at different data rates.

A common problem in MC-CDMA is the problem of high peak-to-average power

ratio (PAPR). High peaks in the power result from highly fluctuating envelopes,

a consequence of using independently modulated carriers. This, in turn, leads to

an inefficient operation of the transmit power amplifier because an increased signal

dynamic range requires pov/er amplifiers with a greater linear region of operation.

It is shown in [3S] that the PAPR in the downlink CI-MC-CDMA is well within

tolerable levels for the power amplifiers. On the other hand, the uplink of the CI-

MC-CDMA suffers from high PAPR. To reduce the uplink PAPR to acceptable levels

PAPR reduction techniques are necessary. In this chapter, it will be shown that the

proposed scheme eliminates the PAPR problem present in the conventional CI-MC-

CDMA systems, without appiying any PAPR reduction techniques.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes the system model under

consideration. Section 3.2 establishes the optimizationproblems and also provides the

sohitions. Section 3.3 illustrates the performance of the proposed ACI-MC-CDMA

systems and compares it with that of the conventional CI-MC-C DNIA systems studied

in [15]. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 3.4.
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3.1 System Model

This section desclibes the model of the MC-CDMA systems considered in this chap-

ter. Assume that there are K users. Each user employs ly' subcarriers to transmit

lris/lrer information over a channel of bandwidth Br-. Note tha,t different from IVIC-

DS-CDN4A, here the number of subcalriers is equal to the processing gain of the sys-

tem (i.e., IVI : N). Fig. 3.i illustrates the power spectral density of the IVIC-CDMA

system under consideration. Note that for convenience, the carriers are indexed from

0 to N- 1. The N subcarriers are overlapped with carrier spacing L : If ?16, where Z6

is the bit duration. From Fig. 3.1 it is not hard to see that the number of subcarriers

l/ is related to 87 and 76 as

N:17-1 (3 1)

wlrere F : BrTt' is the parameter characterizing the bandwidth-bit duration product

of the system. Observe that for a fixed bit duration (i.e., fixed bit rate) the number of

carriers (and hence the processing gain of the system) is limited by the total system

bandwidth 87.

.fr-, f^

Figure 3.1: The PSD of an MC-CDMA system.

Shown in Fig. 3.2 is a baseband equivalent model of the kth user's transmitter

for one possible implementation of an MC-CDMA system under consideration. The

generation of an NIC-CDMA signal can be described as follows. The zth bit, ö¡(i), is

replicated into N parallel copies. The mth branch (subcarrier) of the parallel stream

f'f'



is mnltiplied by a chip, c¡(m) : at,,nd-Po, and

subcarrier frequency. The transmitted signal

these branches.

then modulated by

consists of the sum

ooùò

the corresponding

of the outputs of

ei2r0at

c* (N - 1) = qr,, 
-rei(' 

-')u^

Figure 3.2: The baseband equivalent transmitter of the kth user in an MC-CDMA
system.

As illustrated in Fig. 3.2, the complex baseband transmitted signal corresponding

to the ?th bit of the kth user is

a*(t) : b¡(i)s¡,(t - ¿Ta) (3 2)

where ô¿(i) is the binary data sequence of the kth user, which is modeled as a sequence

of i.i.d random variables taking values in {+1, -1} with equal probability. For the

NIC-CDMA systems considered in this chapter, the signature waveform s¡(t) of the

kth user is constructed as follows:

s¡(¿) : þ r-,-t ^"^o'*uufr(r)

lï'*'(,)] or,r

"* 
(0) = oo,o"iou^

. 
"i2tnN

c^ (m) = ak.,,ei'no^

"i2n(N-t)N

(3.3)
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\'vhere p(¿) is a unit-energy rectangular chip pulse limited to [0,26] and r[-)1t¡ :
a¡,,,ne!m(2nL¿+du). Note that the set of waveforms {r[-)(¿)]fl:fr determines how the to-
tal power of the transmitted signal is spread (or distributed) over the total bandwidth.
This construction of the signature waveforms unifies several variants of spreading

wavefolms proposed in the literatur-e. By setting 0x : 0 and, a¡,^: t1, the cur_

rent spreading system becomes ttre MC-CDMA described in [7]. On the other hand,

the carrier-interferometry MC-CDIVIA (CI-NÍC-CDMA) scheme proposed in [1b] is

realized by setting cr..,,n : 1.

In this chapter, the phases of the signature waveforms are defined in the same way

as in [15]. That is,

P-:{ ff.n, o<k<¡/-1
T.tt+ft, ¡/<k <2N- l (3 4)

However, different from [15], here the amplitudes of the carriers cr¡,,n àrê, allowed

to vary at the transmitter in accordance with the feedback information from the
receiver. Therefore the proposed MC-CDMA systems are referred to as adaptive

carrier-interferometry M c- CDMA (ACI-M c- cD tvIA) systems.

The channel under consideration is a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel.

The number of carriers is chósen such that each carrier undergoes frequency non-

selective slow Rayleigh fading. With this assumption, one can model the channel

gains h¿,-, lc:0,7,...,K -I andm:0, 1,...,¡y'- 1as zero_mean complex Gaus_

sian random variables. The magnitude of each channel gain is therefore Rayleigh dis-

tributed. Furthermore, although the channel gains hk,*'sare generâlly correlated [1b],
lrere for simplicity it is assumed that ht,,^'s are independent and identically distributed
for different k and nz. Note that such a simplified channel model is also considered

in [3e-a1].

As in [15], to malçe the analysis simple, the system is assumed to be synchronized.

The complex baseband received signal during the ith bit duration is given by

K_7 N_1

,(t) : D,urØÐ no,,.or,^d*(2nnt+e*)p(t - ¿Ta) + n(t)
È:0 tn:O

(3.5)
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where n(t) is additive white gaussian noise with two-sided power spectral density of

Nol2 For slorv fading channels, the channel gains can be assumed to be invariant

over the time interval of transmitter adaptation.

At the receiver of every user, the received signal is first projected onto ly' orthogo-

nal carriers to obtain'ector r: [to, ...,rm,...,r¡u- r],. with exact phase and carrier

synchronization, the mth component of r is given by

K-1.

rtn : lUrll¡no',ak,,n€*ou ln^
Æ:0

wlrere nrn is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance o2 : Nol2.

Furthermore, the vector r can be expressed as

K -1"r : !aolz¡e¡Ff¡a¡*n
È:0

wlrere a*:1an,0,...,ek,m,...,ør,¡¿-r]" is the carr.ier amplitude vector chosen by the

ktlr user, H¡ is an N x l/ diagonal matrix whose mth diagonal element is h¡,,n, p¿ is
an N x N diagonal matrix whose mth diagonal element is d*ek and n is a Gaussian

noise vector with covariance matrix ø2I, where f denotes the identity matrix.

The vector r is then fed to a receive filter in order to combine the signal components

from all the l/ carriers to give the decision statistic. The decision statistic for the 7th
trser is

z¡:*f '

(3 6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

wlrere wj : [w¡,0,'.-,'tri,mt...11rj,N-rl" is att .À/-dimensional weight vector of trre
receive filter of the 7th user. The superscripts 11 and ? denote the Hermitian and

transpose operations, respectively. Here a minimum mean square error (MMSE) re-

ceiver is employed, and to achieve the best performance, the weight vector is designed

jointly to rninimize the composite mean square error [42]

vrsE : E {llb¡(i,) - z,llr}
: E {lþrØ - *f 4l'}

The optimum weight vector can be shown to be [43]

(3 e)

(3.10)w j : R-1HrPrar.
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In (3.10), R is the received correla,tion matrix, defined as

K-7
R : I uoeor,,a{y{ll[ + o2l

À:0
: Rj + HjP taraf Ylrlruf

whele R¡ i. the interference-plus-noise corlelation matrix corresponding to the 7th

user. This ma,trix is defined a,s

K-7
Rj : I Hre*. raf vf uf + o2r.

(3.1 1)

(3.12)

k*i

It also can be shown that the optimal weight vector given above also maximizes the

signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the output of the MMSE receiver [43],

which is given by

SINR, : af ef nf n;lurprar. (3.13)

It is obvious from (3.13) that the SINRj achieved by the MMSE receiver filter still

depends on the carrier amplitudes of the Tth user. Thus, it is possible to further

improve the system performance by suitably choosing the user carrier amplitudes.

3.2 Signature \Maveform Adaptations

Two different adaptation strategies of the carrier amplitudes, namely local adaptation

and global adaptation, are presented in this section. In local adaptation, an individual

user adapts his/her carrier amplitudes without taking any other users into account.

Thus, one is interested in only the desired user's performance. On the other hand, in

global adaptation, the users adapt their carrier amplitudes by considering the whole

system's performance. In both methods it is assumed that the channel information

is available at the receiver. ilfore specifically, in local adaptation, the receiver needs

to know only the desired user's channel information. In contrast, global adaptation

requires that each receiver needs to know all other users' channel information as well

as their receive filters. Moreover, a centra,lized receiver may be used to perform a

joint detection (i.e., multiuser detection) for multiple users.
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Both adaptation strategies can be implemented using either the forward,-bacÌtward,

or the jo'int method, which are similar to the methods presented in [36] for single

carrier CDi\''IA systems. The forward-backuard, methocl switches between optimizing

the receiver with a fixed transmitter ¿r,ncl optimizing the transmitter with a fixed

receiver' On the other hand, in the joint method one jointly optimizes the receive

filters and the carrier amplitudes of the user. Although both methocls should give the

same performallce) their convergence and complexity properties are different.

The last part of this section presents two procedures for adapting the carrier

amplitude vectors of a group of users (i.e., multiuser adaptation). Specifica,lly, one

procedure is performed iteratively with local or global adaptation on the assumption

that that each user has his/her own receivers. The other procedure is non-iterative

and can be performed using a multiuser detector.

3.2.1 Local Adaptation

The problem at hand can be formulated as follows. Assume that user j is the user

of interest for performance optimization. The goal is to obtain the optimal carrier

amplitude vector, a¡, that minimizes the MSE¡ (or maximizes the SINRj) at the

output of the receive filter, subject to a constraint on the transmitted power of the 7th
user. Since P¡Pf : r, the transmitted power can be computed simply as llp¡arll2:
llajll'- Let {¡ be the power constraint of the 7th user. Then the above mentioned

goal can be achieved by solving the following optimizaf,ion problem:

Tï NisE, : E { llu,(¿)- *i'll'}
subject to ll"¡ll' < €,

TIre solution to the above problem can be obtained by two methods: the forward,-
backward and the joinú methods.

In the forward-backward method, one first optimizes the receiver, which is given

by (3.10) in the forward step and then optimizes the transmitter in the backward

step. Using the Lagrange multiplier þ¡,the objective function in (3.1a) is written as

(3.14)

(3.15)L¡ : E {llurt,l - *f ,ll'\ + ui (ll'¡ll' - ç¡)
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By assuming wj was optimized (and hence fixecl) and setting the gradient of (3.15)

with respect to the carrier amplitudes to zero, one obtains the following conclition for

the optimal carrier amplitude vector

a, : (Hfef w,wf tt,p¡ + p.¡r)-'uf ef *,. (8.16)

Using the matrix inversion lemmal [a ] and invoking the equality in the constraint,

the optimal solution for a¡ can be further simplified to

ai: uH.fPf w, (3.17)

wlrere , : 
1f €il(wf Hf }J¡wi) is a scalar. The iterative procedule to implernent this

forward-backward method is illustrated in the following.

o Step 1: The 7th user's transmitter sends the 1st data symbol using the initial

carrier arnplitudes ay. The initial carrier amplitudes can be set as ej,,n : 1l t/Ñ
lornt:0,1,...,N-1.

c Step 2: The weight vector w3 of the jth user's receive filter is then determined

using (3.10) based on the current carrier amplitudes a'

o Step 3: With the weight vector wj computed in Step 2, the receiver estimates

the new carrier amplitudes a, using (3.17).

o Step /+: The receiver repeats Step 2 and Step 3 until the convergence of the

MSE is achieved.

o Step 5: Once the minimum MSE is achieved, the receiver transmits the up-

dated carrier amplitudes a¡ back to transmitter via the feedback channel. The

transmitteÌ uses the updated carrier amplitudes to send the subsequent data

symbols.

Unlike the forward-backward method, which switches between the transmitter and

tlre receiver, the joint method provides a closed-form solution by jointly optimizing

1If B : (A + XRY), then B-1 : A-1 - A-1X (n-1 + YA-tX)-t YA-r
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the carrier amplitudes and the receive filter for the .7th user. This optimization

pr-oblem can be formulated as follor,vs:

max
aj

subject to

SINR, : af e f u!,t R;'H.,v, a,

ll"rll' s {¡ (3 18)

Using the method of Lagrange multiplier, the above optimization probìem can be

stated as

Select a, to maximize

L, : af Pf Hln;'Hrp ¡a¡ -t p¡ (ll^¡ll, - (j) (3.1e)

where År¡ is the Lagrange multiplier. \,Iaximizing with respect to a¡ yields the follow-

ing necessary condition

{efuf n;'Hrp, } a¡ : ua¡ (3 20)

That is, the optimal a¡ is the eigenvector of {efH:fn;tH¡p¡} ttrat maximizes the

SINRi- In other words, a, should be chosen to align with the channel having the

strongest signal component and the least interference. Note that, u is the maximum

eigenvalue of the associated matrix. The above mentioned problem analogous to that
encountered in beam forming [4b].

Note further that, if there is no multipath interference (i.e., Hj : r), then a¡ is
simply chosen as an eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of R;1.
This implies that the optimum a¡ lies in the subspace containing the least interference

and noise' A similar observation ìMas also made for optimal spreading sequence selec-

tion in DS-CDi\4A in [31] and [36]. It should be pointed out that in this optimization

SINRi is used instead of MSE¡. If MSEj is considered, then a similar necessary con-

dition to (3-20) can be obtained, where the only difference is that R;1 is replaced by

R-l. Since R depends on a¡, the condition obtained using SINRj is more convenient

to solve.
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3.2.2 Global Adaptation

In this adaptation stra,tegy, one rvishes to find the carrier amplitucles from the per-

spective of optimizing the performance of the system as a whole. A single user or

a group of users is allowed to adapt their carrier amplitucìes in order to improve

the global system's performance for given transmitted powers. Since the overall sys-

tem's performance is of particular interest, instead of minimizing NISE¡ individually,

the minimization of their sum (i.e., the total mean square error, or TI\rlSE) shall be

considered as the performance criterion. Note that, compared to local adaptation,

global adaptation penalizes any additional interference to other users as a result of

the change in an individual user's carrier amplitudes.

In this adaptation, one wishes to find the optimum carrier amplitude vector of

the 7th user by minimizing the TIVISE subject to the constraint on the transmitter

power and on the assumption that each user implements his/her own VIiVÍSE receiver.

Hence, the optimizafion problem can be formulated as foilows:

min rMSE : ÏMStrj : E{lluf¿l - wo,ll,}aj 
J:o

subject to llr¡ll' < €¡, j :0,1,..., K - I

L : E{ llof,l - w",ll'} . Ï r,illlu¡ll, - (¡l

(3.21)

where b(i) : [öo(r), br(i),... ,bx_r(i)]t, W: [wo,v/r,... ,wr,... ,w¡<_r] is the l/ x

K matrix of receive filters and r, w¡ â.re given in (3.7) and (3.10), respectively.

Again, using the Lagrange multiplier method, the objective function in the above

optimization problem can be written as

(3.22)
j:0

As in local adaptation the solution for (3.22) can be obtained using, either the forward-
backward or the joi,nt melhod.

In the forward-backward method, if the receive filters are assumed to be optimized

(i.e', w, : i:0,1,"', K -r is fixed), one obtains the optimal a¡ to minimize (J.22)

to be

a, : (efHrryww"rrrp¡ + ¡.t.¡I)-'uf vf w, (3.23)
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As with local adaptation, one iterates updating the transmitter in (3.23) and the

receiver in (3.10) until the TIVISE is minimized. It should be noted, however, that

each update of a, should satisfy the power constraint. This can be achieved by

properly adjusting the Lagrange multipliers via a numerical search algorithm.

Note that, to obtain the optimal carrier amplitucle vector in (3.23), requires knowl-

edge of the receive filters as well as the channel information of all the users. This is in

contrast to the optimal carrier amplitude vector given in (3.17) in local adaptation,

where only knowledge of the desired users' channeì information a,nd the receive filter

is required. Furthermore, the conver-gence of this method is slower than the forward,-

backward method in local adaptation. This is because this method needs to process

the information of all other users, as is obvious from (3.23).

As with local adaptation, the optimal carrier amplitude vector can also be obtained

using the joint method. In this case, instead of minimizing TVISE, maximizing the

total SINR is considered to be the performance criterion since the related derivation

is somewhat simpler. The optimization problem can be formulated as follows:

K-7
max TSNIR: Ð SrNRj : Ð af vf ruf n;1Hrpra,aj 

j:o j:o
subject to ll.r.ll' < ç, j :0,1,..., K - I. (3.24)

The Lagrange function Z is then given by

K-7
L : Ðaf vf nf n;ln,p,a, + t p¡ (lla¡ll, _ e¡)

j:o j:o
(3.25)

where ¡;3 is the Lagrange multiplier. The derivative of tr with respect to a¡ can be

obtained as follows. Observe that Rrr (R¡ ir defined in (3.12)) is not a function of

ai', while R;1 (for k + i) can be expressed explicitly as a function of a, using the

matrix inversion lemma faa] as follows:

R;' : (R*¡ + H¡P¡a¡af PlH'i)-'
: R;i - ffiR;lH,Pra, afvfnfn;,j (3'26)
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where

R¡.":

Therefore, the derivative of tr

K-7

I H,pou"af vlwf + o2r.
i:o

i+i,k

with respect to ai is given by

.l
I psr¡¡

(1 + (,,^\2 (', --rtP';,jH.rPia¡ * Zpiai
\ )J,tu/ 

)

AL
â.; +- â; - €-:-JJôu¡

tr¡ <- uj + € (ll"¡ll'- e¡)

(3 27)

aL:'{r-Ï
a"' -' |. [7"i

where e¡,h: af Vf Uf n;,jIJ7

for the optimal carrier amplit

(3 28)

: 0 gives the following condition

Qiai : ua¡ (3 2e)

where

( n-,Q¡:t'-ä#F ef wf n;,|lrp,

and u : -llj. The optimal a¡ is, therefore, the eigenvector of matrix e¡ which

corresponds to the maximum eigenvalue of Q.r. Although, solving (3.29) might look

straightforward, it is complicated by the fact that e1. depends on â¡ through (¡,¿.

Instead of solving the problem in (3.24) directiy, an iterative approach suggested

in [37] can be used to seek a stationary point of the Lagrange function (3.2b). Specif-

ically, at each step, update a¡ and p3 according to the following relationships

P¡a¡. Setting ôLlôa¡

ude vector

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

where e is a parameter, which can be numerically chosen so that a¡ satisfies the

power constraint at each update. A gradient descent algorithm is used to update a¡

while a gradient ascent algorithm can be used to update p¡. The steps in (3.31) and

(3.32) are repeated until the TSINR is maximized. It should be pointed out that the

computational complexity of the joi,nt method in global optimization is considerably
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higlrer tlran the forward-backward method in global optimization. In addition, ther-e

can be multiple solutions, corresponding to local optima of the objective fu¡ction.

Consequently, for perfortnance comparison in Section 3.3, r'esults are obtained onìy

by the forward-backward method.

3.2.3 Multiuser Adaptation

In multiuser adaptation, a group of users are allowed to adapt their carrier ampli-

tudes simultaneously. This can be performed iteratively by assuming that each user

implements its own receiver, or non-iteratively using a multiuser detector.

The iterative update can be performed with either global or local adaptation. In

both adaptation strategies, the forward-backward, and the joint methods lead to two

different iterative a,lgorithms for seeking the optimum points for multiuser adapta-

tion [36]. Assume that the users'carrier amplitude vectors are assigned initially as

â1 : â2... : àj : ... : ãK¡ with a¡,^: If JÑ, j :0,1 ..., K -t. In global

adaptation, the forward-backward method implies that all the receive filters are op-

timized according to (3.10) in the forward step, followed by the optimization of the

carrier amplitude vectors of all the users as in (3.23) in the backward step, and so

on. This updating procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3.3-(a), where it is referred to as

horizontal optimization, since all the receivers in the forward step or all the transmit-

ters in the backward step are lined up horizontally. On the other hand, in Lhe jo,int

method, condition (3.29) can be applied successively across all users, which can be

referred to as vertical or user-by-user optimization in Fig. 3.3-(b). This is because

the transmitter and the receiver for a particular user are lined up vertically. Note

that the TMSE must converge in either case, since it cannot increase after an update.

The horizontal and vertical optimizations can also be applied by iterating the optimal

conditions obtained in local adaptation across atl the users. In this case it is shown

in [32,36] that the convergence to a fixed point is more difficult to establish. Due to

this difficulty, this algorithm shall not be considered for multiuser adaptation in this

chapter.

It can be seen from the above discussion that the iterative algorithrn takes time
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Figure 3.3: Multiuser adaptation
and (b) Vertical optimization.

Y,:::T

(b)

using iterative method (a) Horizontal optimization

to converge. Also its computational complexity is quite high. For example, consider

horizontal optimization. In each backward step one needs to compute the carrier âm-

plitude vector for every user. Computing the carrier amplitude vector for a specific

user is time constrming because one needs to obtain the Lagrange multiplier numer-

ically in order to satisfy the power constraint of that particular user. Furthermore,

this procedure needs to be r-epeated for all users.

Rather than using the horizontal or vertical iterative algorithm across all the users,

one can obtain the carrier amplitude vectors of all the users in one step by perforrning

multiuser detection and jointly optimizing the carrier amplitude vectors of all the

users. This non-iterative method is described in the following. The optimization
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problem now can be formulated as

mIn
A

sub.ject to 1 (3 33)

where W : R-IHPA is the optimal weight matrix of the MMSE multiuser receiver.;
H: [H0,...,Hk,'.. ,]r¡<-r] isan N xNK channelmatrixof allusersinthegroup;
P: diag(Po,-..,P¡...,p.,._r) is an l/K x NK block_diagonal matrix formed by
grouping allthel( users'carrier phases together; andA: diag(a6,... ,âk... ,ar_l)
is the N K xK block-diagonal matrix containing the carrier amplitudes of all the users
in the group- Note that the formulation of this optimization problem is different fïom
the problem described in (3.21).

Let H : UXVtr be the singular*value decomposition of matrix II, where V and
IJ are N K x l/1( and l/ x i/ unitary matrices, respectively. It is assumed that the
singular values e n are arranged in a descending order in the diagonal matrix

sr_u- (3.34)

and that H is of full rank, i.e., €, > 0 for fl: r,2,... ,N.For simplicity assume
K: N. Letu1,l)2t"',un¡...,uw (un > 0; n :r,2,...,¡/) betrreeigenvaluesof
FHF arranged in descending order, where p: (HHH)t/rBlo and B: pA. Then
the optimization problem in (3.33) can be simplified to

rrvrsE : E{ ll¡t¿l - w".iir}
ll.¡ll'< {¡, j:0,r,... ,K -

€t

€z

t¡¡

min
Un

N
T]VISE: \- I

?u_*7n:1
AI

subjectto f+<å
ã' ei o' (3.35)

K-1
where € : | €i The proof that the problem defined in (3.33) is equivalent to

J:0
the problem defined in (3.35) is provicled in Appendix A. Solying the problem in
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(3.35) and combining the solution with problem defined in (3.33), the optimal car-

rier amplitude matrix that achieves the minimum TN,ISE is given by the following

proposition.

Proposi,tion 7: Given K, N, a and H, let V ¡" a I{ x /( unitary matrix such that

¿ius lY¿i ue(\,+, .. 
ï) O") : diag({1, Ë", ..,€¡.) (3.36)\ -\€i ei t

Then, the optimal carrier amplitude matrix is

A: OPHV

^/"1
e1

/;-
,- (3 37)

where

cN1Ç -r-\-'tt,/to- 4€:
I:l ¿

1l :çvn en - 1. (3.38)fr
I:'l- " t

The proof of the above proposition is given in Appendix B.

The results provided by Proposition 1 implies the following. If one thinks about

the eigenvectors of the matrix HrlH as the vectors that define a space spanned by the

MC-CDMA systems having the channel matrix H, the selection of the optimal carrier

amplitude matrix A above chooses good channeìs (corresponding to large eigenval-

ues), while discarding the bad channels (with small eigenvalues). In the absence

of fading (such as AWGN channels), the channel matrix is an identity matrix, i.e.,

If : f, which implies that the channel is equally good. In this case, carrier amplitudes

are evenly occupied by the whole channel space (see Appendix C), which is consistent

with the results obtained in [37].

In general, establishing the convergence of optimization with individual cost func-

tions to a fixed point in the presence of multipath, remains an open problem. The
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numerical results in Section 3.3, indicate that the iterative algorithm presented here

generally converges to the optimal solution.

3.3 Performance Comparisons

This section illustrates the performance of the proposed ACI-N4C-CDMA system and

compares it with the conventional CI-MC-CDI\{A systems studied in [15]. The nu-

merical results are obtained via computer simulations using MATLAB. The perfor-

mance comparison is twofold. In Section 3.3.1, the system performance is evaluated

based on the SINR at the output of the receiver. The relative performance of the

proposed adaptation strategies is first presented and the proposed ACI-MC-CDMA

performance is compared with that of conventional CI-MC-CDMA. Here both single

and multiuser adaptation is considered.

As described in the beginning of tliis chapter, the PAPR is high for conventional

CI-MC-CDMA system. Unlike the CI-MC-CDVIA system, in the proposed ACI-MC-

CDMA, PAPR reduction (or elimination) is achieved through the adaptation strate-
gies that simultaneously improve the systems performance. Section 3.3.2 presents the

PAPR comparison between ACI-MC-CDMA system and CI-MC-CDMA system.

3.3.1 SINR Performance

To investigate the performance of the proposed ACI-MC-CDMA systems with various

adaptation algorithms presented in the previous section, consider a system with .À/ :
16carriers. The channelgains hx,^,k:0, 1,... ,K - l and ffi:0,1,...,N_ l are

normalized so that the average power is unity, i.e., E{ llH* llri : 1. A power constraint

ll"oll : 1 is set for all users k:0, 1, ... ,K - I.

First, the performance of single user adaptation is considered. FiS. 3.4 illustrates

the convergence of SINR at the output of the receive filter for the first user and for

different adaptation algorithms. Here the number of users in the system is K:8
and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is set at 16d8. The first user is assumed to be

the desired user, while other users are treated as interference users. Observe that. as
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the number of iterations increases, the performance of the forward-backward method

in local adaptation converges to that of the joint method. Furthermore, it can be

seen that the forward-backward rnethod in global adaptation needs more iterations

to converge than the local adaptation.

ø'

è._-g_ø___ ø_€__ @_ ._ e__o-,_ ø-.--

c-++¡F--*_lF=r_o--

- 
Local: joint

-o- Local: forward-backward
-r- Global: forward-backward

8101214161820
Number of iterations

Figure 3.4: convergence of the SINR with single user adaptation: N : 16, K : g

and SNR: 16d8.

Figure 3.5 shows the SINR performance of the first user versus the channel SNR

for the case K : 16. As expected, local adaptation performs better than global

adaptation. This is because the global adaptation takes the performance of other users

into account, which compromises the performance of the desired user. In addition, it
was observed before that global adaptation needs more computation time to converge.

Performance compârison of the proposed ACI-MC-CDMA and the conventional CI-

MC-CDMA in [15] clearly shows that ACI-NIC-CDMA outperforms CI-MC-CDMA.

For example, at SNR: 10d8, local adaptation in ACI-IVIC-CDMA provides a gain

of about 5.0d8 in SINR over the conventional CI-MC-CDMA. Although the global

adaptation is unable to achieve the same performance, it still offers a 4.0d8 gain over

the conventional CI-MC-CDVIA.
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Figure 3.5: Performance for single user adaptation: N: 16 and K: 16.

Figure 3.6 also demonstrates the performance of various systems as a function

of the number of users K. As the number of users increases, there is a performance

degradation for all systems due to the increase in multiuser interference. Observe from

this figure that the globai adaptation performs very close to the local adaptation for

small number of users. When K becomes larger, there is a clear performance gap

between the two adaptation strategies. This again is due to the fact that global

adaptation takes the performance of other users into account, which compromises the

performance of the desired user.

Also observe that, the performance of the conventional CI-MC-CDMA decreases

slowly when K increases up to 16. However, there is an abrupt performance degrada-

tion once K increases beyond 16. This observation is consistent with the fact that the

CI codes are orthogonal when K < N, whereas the CI codes are pseudo-orthogonal

for 1{ > N. This observation is also in contrast to the proposed ACI-MC-CDMA

where, for both the local and giobal adaptations, the performance degradation is

more graceful when /( increases.

16t4t2
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Figure 3.6: Influence of the number of interference users in single
,À/: 16 and SNR: 16d8.
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user adaptation:

Finally, the performance of multiuser adaptation is presented in Fig. 3.7. Since

multiuser adaptation is considered, the aaerl,ge SINR is the performance measure

used in this figure. Similar to single user adaptation, a substantial performance gain

is also obtained by the proposed ACI-MC-CDMA using multiuser adaptation over

the conventional CI-MC-CDMA. Moreover, it can be seen from this figure that the

performance of multiuser adaptation provides a substantial gain over CI-MC-CDMA.

At the SNR of 12 dB this gain is in the neighborhood of 5 - 7dB. The larger gain is

given by the non-iterative method. However it should be mentioned again that the

computational complexity of iterative algorithm is higher than that of the proposed

non-iterative method.

In this section one has demonstrated that the proposed ACI-MC-CDMA systems

outperforms the conventional CI-MC-CDMA. However, it is important to keep in

mind that such performance improvement comes at the expense of a higher system

complexity, which depends on the particular adaptation strategy chosen.
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Figure 3.7: Performance for multiuser adaptation: l/ : 16 and K : 16.

3.3.2 PAPR Performance

This section presents the PAPR benefits of the proposed ACI-MC-CDMA systems.

One common problem regarding the use of MC-CDMA with carrier interferometry

iodes is the high peak-to-average pov/er ratio (PAPR) [46]. High peaks in the power

result from highly fluctuating envelopes) a consequence of using independently mod-

ulated carriers. This, in turn, leads to an inefficient operation of the transmit power

amplifier because an increased signal dynamic range requires po\Mer amplifiers with a
greater linear region of operation.

The signal envelope compactness can be measured using the crest factor (C F)

[47,48] which relates to the PAPR as

cF: \/pApR: ll"(¿)11""

ll"(¿)ll,

where z(t) is the multicarrier signal, ll"(¿)ll- corresponds to the maximum absolute

value of u(t) and llz(ú) ll2 is the root-rnean-square (RMS) value of u(t). For the uplink,

u(t) : b¡(i)s¡,(t) : rr(ú); and z(r) : If; b¡(t)s¡(t) for trre downlink, where s¡(ú)

(3.3e)
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is the signature wavefor-m of the kth user defined in (3.3). It then follows that the

PAPR of an uplink system directly depends only on the amplitudes of the carriers.

On the other hand, the PAPR of a downlink system depends on the amplitudes of

the carriers as well as the users' transmitted bits.

In CI-\{C-CDMA systems, the amplitudes of all the carriers are the same (i.e.,

ak,¡rt : 1 for all m). Hence, the amplitude of the signature waveform of each user

becomes N. This is the reason why a CI-NIC-CDMA system produces a higher CF

for the uplink. Although the signature waveform of an individual user has a poor

CF, it is shown in [3S] that, the combined signal in the downlink improves the CF

tremendously. Such a reduction in the CF is due to the averaging effect of the users's

random transmitted information bits. Furthermore, in [ag] the CF in the downlink of
a fully-loaded CI-MC-CDMA system was theoreticaìly analyzed. It is proved in [ag]

that the peak behavior of a fully-loaded CI-MC-CDMA system is better than the

traditional iVIC-CDMA.

More recently, reference [46] shows that when K < ¡/, the downlink CF degrades

gradually and approaches the uplink CF as 1l tends to 1. Furthermore, it is demon-

strated that the CFs of a fully-loaded CI-MC-CDMA uplink system as well as a

partially-loaded CI-MC-CDMA downlink system can be brought to very low values

by applying the Schroeder's simple CF reduction technique [b0].

Specifically, the CF reduction technique used in [46] introduces a phase correction

into each carrier at the transmitter side. Consequently, the amplitudes of carriers are

allowed to be different and can be positive or negative. This modification of the carrier

amplitudes helps to reduce the amplitudes of the signature waveforms compared to

that of the traditional CI-MC-CDMA, and as a direct consequence, produces a low

CF.

Although the ACI-MC-CDMA system is proposed to primarily achieve a better

system performance in terms of the SINR, it shall be demonstrated in this subsection

that the proposed ACI-À4C-CDMA possesses a second desirable properly, namely

a low CF. In ACI-MC-CDN4A, as explained in the previous sections, the carrier

amplitudes a¡,,, â,te allowed to vary. Therefore, unlike CI-NIC-CDMA, but similar
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to the pha,se-corrected CI-NÍC-CDMA, the carriers have different amplitudes and

different signs. Note, however, that rather than varying the carrier amplitudes based

on a fixed (and optimal) set of Schroeder codes [50] (usuaily found by a computer

search) as in the phased-corrected CI-MC-CDNIA, the carrier amplitudes are varied

adaptively in ACI-NIC-CDNIA according to the channel conditions.

From the above discussion, it is reasonable to predict that the CF of the proposed

ACI-IVIC-CD1\44 is lower than that of the conventional CI-MC-CDMA, but it might

be higher than the CF of the phase-corrected CI-IUC-CDMA. Such a prediction is

confirmed by the numerical results in the following.

Fig. 3.8 shows the CF levels of the uplink ACI-MC-CDMA with local adaptation

over 100,000 transmissions. The results were obtained with l./ : 16 carriers and for

sNR:4dB (Fig. 3.8-(a)) and sNR:16d8 (Fig. 8.8-(b)). observe from Fig. 3.s-(a)

tlrat most of the CF values stay closer to the mean CF level of 7.62 and some values

exceed 2.2 (a typical acceptable CF value [46]). This can be clearly observed from

Table. 3.1. However, no CF values are higher than3.47. Similarly, for SNR:16d8,

Fig. 3.8-(b) displays no CF values above 4.35 and most of the CF values stay closer to

the mean CF level of 1.89. Compared to the case when SNR:4dB, the percentage of

the CF values exceeding 2.2 is higher for SNR:16dB (see Table. 3.1). Although there

is a small variation in CF levels between SNR:4dB and SNR:16d8, the proposed

ACI-MC-CDMA generally has much lower CF values compared to the conventional

CI-MC-CDVIA system, where for l/: 16 carriers the CF level is 4.00.

Table 3.1: The statistics of Uplink \\PAPR for l/: 16.

SNR:4dB SNR:16d8

NIean 7.62 1.89

Variance 0.04 0.08

Maximum 3.47 4.35

Percentage that {PAPR> 2.2 I% r5%

The cdf's of CF

for l/ : 16 carriers.

rvith different adaptation strategies

Similar to the SINR performance,

are illustrated in Fig. 3.9

it is observed that the CF
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Figure 3.8: CF per transmissions \Mith local adaptation for
SNR:16d8: N: 16.
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performance with the local adaptation is better than that with the global adaptation.

More specifically, a,s can be determined from Fig. 3.9, with local adaptation, the

probability that the CF > 2.2 is less than 3% andl1%for SNR:4dB and SNR:16d8,

respectively. On the other hand, with global adaptation, the probability tliat CF

> 2.2 is less than 10% for SNR:4dB and 40% for SNR:16d8.

Table 3.2 summarizes and compares the (mean) CF values of different MC-CDMA

schemes in the uplink and for various number of carriers. The CF values of the con-

ventional CI-NIC-CDIVIA system can be computed analytically, whiie the CF values of

the phase-corrected CI-MC-CDMA system are taken from [46]. Observe from Table

3.2 that the C F values of the conventional CI-MC-CDMA increases with increasing N
and are the highest compared to the CF values of the other two schemes. Although

the CF values of the ACI-N4C-CDMA are higìrer than that of the phase-corrected

CI-NIC-CDi\tIA, they are well within the tolerable levels of power amplifiers. Similar

to the phase-corrected CI-]UC-CDMA, the CF values of the ACI-MC-CDMA remain
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Figure 3.9: Cumulative clensity functions of CF
adaptation strategies: N: 16.

with different SNRs' and different

almost constant regardless of the number of carriers. But different from both the con-

ventional and phase-corrected CI-IUC-CDMA, the CF vaiues of the ACI-MC-CDMA

increase with the increasing channel SNR This is of course the direct consequence

of adapting the the carrier amplitudes in accordance with the channel condition in

ACI-NfC-CDMA.

3.4 Summary

Adaptive CI-NIC-CDMA systems have been proposed and studied in this chapter.

The novelty in the proposed systems is that the amplitudes of the subcarriers are al-

lowed to change accolding to the channel conditions. Two adaptive strategies, namely

local and global adaptations \Ã¡ere presented to update the carrier amplitudes. In mul-

tiuser adaptations the proposed non-iterative algorithm performs slightly worse than

the iterative algorithm at low channel signal-to-noise ratio, but it gives a considerable

performance gain at high channel signal-to-noise ratio. In single user adaptation, the

4.52.5
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Table 3.2: uplink "'/PAPR va,iues for clifferent number of ca,rriers N.

/V CF:"rtPAPR
CI_N{C_CDN,TA ACI-NiC-CDVIA

Conventional Phase-Corrected Local Global

SNR SNR

4dB 16dB 4dB 16dB

8 2.82 1.36 i.68 1.88 1.88 2.r2
16 4.00 L.37 7.62 1.89 7.82 2.21
9.)ò¿ 5.65 7.37 1.58 1.85 r.77 2.30

local adaptive algorithm performs much better than the global adaptive algorithm.

Beside having different performance, ea,ch of the considered algorithms has its own ad-

vantages and disadvantages in terms of implementation. Which adaptation strategy

to use therefore depends on the particular application. iVlore importantl¡ nurnerical

results show that there is a considerable performance gain provided by the proposed

ACI-MC-CDMA over the conventional CI-MC-CDIVIA considered in [rb]. In addition

to this, it has also been shown that the proposed ACI-MC-CDMA is also attractive

in terms of PAPR reduction.



Chapter 4

Phase Offset Assisted
MC-DS-CDMA Systems

This chapter is again devoted to NIC-DS-CDIVIA systems. It was shown in Chapter

2 that for a given system bandwidth and transmission rate, by jointly designing the
chip waveform and carrier spacing one can reduce the À,IAI especially for high vaìues

of roll-off factors. However, the MAI reduction is quite ma,rginal. Furthermore, it
was observed that the optimal carrier spacing (normalized carrier spacing) is close

to one. This implies that the MAI induced by other users from other subcarriers

is smaller than the MAI induced by the other users from the same subcarrier. The
MAI induced by the other users from the same carrier, can be reasonably reduced by

employing multiuser detectors at the receiver. However the correlation receiver is still
the only practical solution because the complexity of multiuser detection is usually
prohibitive in multi-carrier CDMA systems witrr a large number of users.

As in Chapter 2, acommon and important performance measure for the correlation
receiver is the SINR. In order to maximi ze the SINR, it is necessar-y to minimize the
variance of the MAI at output of the receiver. Ideally, the MAI can be made zero

by employing orthogonal signature waveforms for each user. However this limits the
number of users that share the available resources. Therefore, for a given system

bandwidth, the set of signature waveforms that produces a minimum MAI is desired.

Finding such signature waveforms is the goal of this chapter. In order to make

the analysis simpler, this chapter concentrates only on synchronous IVIC-DS-CDMA

systems.
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It is important to note that for a system with trno users, when the clesired user,s

signature waveform and the interfering user's signature waveform are exactly phase

shifted by r12 degrees, ihe 1\lAI is zero. N'Iotivatecl by this obser-vation, this chapter

introduces a novel construction of signature waveforms such that tlie ctoss correlations

among users) signature waveforms are minimized, hence minimizing the N{AI. The

approach is as follows. As in conventional jVIC-DS-CD\,Í4, each user simultaneously

transmits the infolmation over ,VI carriers. However, unlike conventionat IVIC-DS-

CDMA, over each carrier, the user's data is spread by the user's specific spreading

code and the spread data is transmitted with a carlier having a carefully chosen

phase offset to ensure that the overall cross correlations among the users' signature

waveforms are minimìzed. Hence the proposed system is called phase offset assisted

MC-DS-CDMA' Two phase offset assisted systems, na,mely carrier-based and user-

based, are introduced.

In carrier-based phase offset, a carefully chosen phase offset is introduced in each

carrier to minimize the MAI. In this scheme, it is found that there are only 2M phase

offsets available, M the number of carriers in the system. Therefore, when the total
number of users in the system less than twice the number of carriers, for each user a

different phase offset can be assigned. However, when the total number of users in ilre
system exceeds 2M, the same phase offset needs to be assigned to several users. This
scheme is shown to have a MAI reduction of about 50% compared to the conventional

MC-DS-CDMA systems. Additionally, it reduces the PAPR problem present in the
conventional MC-DS-CDMA systems. The MAI performance, however, is not uniform
among the carriers.

By contrast, in user-based phase offset, each user is assigned a different phase

offset whete, unlike carrier-based phase offset the same phase offset is used in all the

carriers' The advantage of this assignment is that the MAI performance is uniform

over all the carriers and also over all users. Tìris approach also reduces the MAI
by 50%, compared to conventional MC-DS-CDNIA systems. However, ¡nlike carrier-

based phase offset, this system does not have any pApR benefit.

The proposed approach improves the system performance in an additive white
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Gaussian channel for both downlink and uplink. However, in fading channels, the

performance improvement is only for the dou'nlink, not the uplink communication.

This is because the fading channel's phase response is completely random in uplink

communication. Therefore at the receiver when phase colrection is performed on the

desired user signal, it does not simultaneousiy correct the phases of the interference

usets' signals. On the other hand, for downlink communications, i.e., transmissions

from the base station to the termìnals, a terminal receives interfeling signals desig-

nated for other users through the same channel as the desired user's signal. Thus,

there is only one set of amplitudes and phases describing the channel for all users'

signals. This implies that when phase correction is applied on the clesired user signal

at the receiver, the phase of the interfering users' signals will also be corrected. This

is the main reason why the proposed system performs better than the conventional

MC-DS-CDMA system [10] over fading channels for the downlink.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The next section introduces

the system model for the phase offset assisted MC-DS-CDMA system. The phase

offset assignment methods, are described in Section 4.2 a,nd, Section 4.3. Section

4.4 presents the tradeoff between carrier-based and user-based phase offset systems.

Finally, the chapter summary is provided in Section 4.b.

4.L System Model

Consider a band-limited IVIC-DS-CDMA system in downlink with M carriers and 1l

users. Different from Chapter 2, this chapter considers the system to be synchronous

with a fixed ca,rrier spacing, A : 8", between the adjacent carriers. That is, the

subcarriers do not overlap. Hence, there will be no inter-car-rier interference. The

corresponding power spectral density of the system is shown in Fig. 4.1. Then, ac-

cording to Fig. 4.1, the system's total bandwidth and the bandwidth of the subcarrier

are related by

B7 : A'I8". (4.1)
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f,,= fo+ntd,

Figure 4.1: The PSD of a band-limited phase offset assisted I\,IC-DS-CDN,IA system.

Figure 4.2: The transmitter of the kth user in an phase offset assisted MC-DS-CDMA
system.

The transmitter of the kth user is shown in Fig. 4.2, which is similar to the one de-

scribed in [10]. At tlie transmitter, each user-'s bit, b¡(z) e {+t, -1}, with bit duration

7¡, is copied into M parallel branches, where ea,ch branch corresponds to a different

subcarrier frequency. Note that, here one transmits the same bit on all the subcarri-

ers, whereas in chapter 2, one transmitted different bits on different subcarriers. At
eachbranch,b,,(i)isspreadfirstbyaspreadingsequencec¡:{c¿(0),...,c¡(N-1)}

of length l/. Similar to Chapter 2, this chapter also considers the spreading seq¡ences

to be random spreading sequences. Nloreover, for a bit duration 76, there are 1V chips.

Tlrus, Tu: NT". Using this relationship and (4.1), for fixed 87 and,76, the number

Ji 
"ot(zn7t 

+ er,o)

:

Ji cot(2ny,,Í + ekr,)

r

Jî 
"ot(zn6nn-,t 

* or,nnu)
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of carriers lv[ and the processing gain N of the proposed system is reìated b5'

F/\/--"-(1 +p)A,r

N- 1 ltI -7
s¡(t) : Ð "^@)r(t - nT") ! .or (2n f .,t + 0n,,.,) .

n:O m:O

(4.2)

where F : BrTu.

After spreading, the signal is modulated by a subcarrier with a carefully chosen

phase offset 0¡,,n. The transmitted signal which corresponds to the z.th data symbol

of the kth user is

yn(t) : JZnUr@sr(ú), -oo(ú(co (4 3)

USCT,where E" is the energy per chip. The effective signature waveform of the kth

r*(ú), is constructed as follows:

(4-4)

In (4'4), Í* : fo I mL is the mth subcarrier frequency. The chip waveform p(t)

band-limited to [-8"12,8"12] and satisfies the Nyquist criterion. Furthermore it
assumed that f lp(t)l2dt: t.

Observe from (4.4) that the signature waveform of a specific user is described by

tlre number of carriers M, the processing gain N, the shape of the chip waveform p(t),

the carrier spacing A and the phase offset á¡,-. Thus, the present framework gives

a great flexibility to design the users' signature waveforms. The present construction

of signature waveforms unifies several variants of signature waveforms proposed to

date. By setting 0k,,, : 0, the current system becomes the conventional MC-DS-

CDMA proposed in [10]. On the other hand, by setting -ðy' : 1 and c¡(n) : 1, i.e.,

no spreading in time domain, it reduces to the frequency domain spreading system,

known as CI-IVIC-CDMA described in [15]. lVloreover, the traditional SC-CDVIA

systems corresponds to A :0,]p,rn:0 and X,I : I.

Assuming that the channel is slow varying frequency-selective Rayligh fading as

1S

is
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described in Chapter 2, the received signal can be written as

K-7 N-1
r(t) : r/rE"I ,*(z) Ð "r@)r(t - nr,)

ib:0 n:0

^4 
-7

'Ð "^cos(2rf^t ]_lt,,,n + ç^) + n(t) (4 5)
rn:0

where n(t) is additive white Gaussian noise with two-sided power spectral density of

t'{ol2 observe that, different from chapter z,the fading amplitr-rde, ùk'n: a^,v k

and phase of the mth subchannel, gk,m : g^, V,k. This is because, here the channel

is considered only for downlink. The fading amplitudes are assumed to be i.i.d.

The receiver structure of the proposed system is illustrated in Fig. 4.3 for user

k. Each branch consists of a chip-matched filter, a correlator and a combiner with

weights. The output of the chip-matched filter is sampled every I seconds and then

correlated with the corresponding time domain spreading sequence. The correlated

outputs of all the branches are combined to generate the decision statistic. Here

the maximal ratio combiner [10], which maximizes the SINR at the input of the

comparator, is used to determine the weight vector v/k : [.0,0,. ..,uk,r,.,...,w*,¡t_tf.

Lowpass Chip matched . .-,7
filter filter ! -\/' r(

I
Jl"ot(z4t+oo.o+eo)

Comparator

Ji 
"os(zo¡^t 

+ gr., + e,,) Combiner

I
,rþ')

Figure 4.3: The receiver of the kth
system.

l=n I

z 

^,, 
-r(t

Ji 
"o"(zo¡n 

_J * or.r _, + er _,)

user in an phase offset assisted MC-DS-CMDA
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4.1.L Interference Analysis

Consider the detection of symbol b¡(i) of the kth user when the carrier', phase, code

and symbol are assumed to be perfectly synchronized. The signal at the outp¡t of

the chip-matched filter on the mth branch, zr,^(t), in Fig 4.3 can be written as

- /+\ 
K -7 N-1

zk,na\t) : J ø"o,-ÐUr(0) cos (0¡,* - 0*,,.)Ð c¡@)g(t - nT") + T(t)
J:0

: ctt,,,,.(t) + cf,)*Q) + n(t)

where

n:o

N-1

(47)

In (4.9),

¿? Q) : 1/n.o*I ur(z)cos (0¡,^ - 0*,^)Ðc¡Ø)s(t - nT") (4 s)

¡/-1
Zn,* : Ð "t 

(n')z¡,^(n'7.) : Dn,* * It ,,n I n. (4 g)

n':o

Dt ,,n : \ ct(n')d.r,¿(n'T") : 
^/ 

E"brçl¡o,.
N:U

K *7 ¡/-1
In,* : J E.o*Ðr,(0) Ð c¡@)c¡(n) cos(0¡,* - 0t ,,-) (4.11)

j=0 n=O

¡/- 1

(4.10)

d.k,,.(t) : J E.a*b¡,(i) Ð c1@)s(t - nT")

is the desired user signal and

K-1

j=o
i+k

n:0

is the multiple access interference from other users (7 I k) from the same carrier.

The function a(ú) is defined by (2.13) while 9(t) is defined by (2.r2). Note that,

different from the matched filter output defined in (2.10), here the interference from

the other users (7 t' k) fromthe other subcalriers and the interference from the other

subcarriers of the desired user is zero, because the subcarriers do not overlap.

The correlator output zx,* for the desired symbol b¡,(i) can be written as

(4 6)
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and

¡/-l

T: I c1(n')q(n'7,). (4.12)
n':o

Note that the property g(n' - n)7": 0 for n, * n, has been used to obtain the

expressions in (4.10) and (4.11). The superscript index (2) of the multiple access

interferenc" IÍ')-in (a.g) has been removed for simplicity.

Taking into account the randontness of the spreading sequences, the mean of Z¡,,n

conditioned on b¡(e) and a,n is given by E{Zk,^lbk(i),a^} : N\fF.bkQ)a,,. As

usual, assuming I¡,. and n are uncorrelated and have zero means, the variance of

Z¡,^ conditioned on b¡(i) and cu,n can be written as

var {Z¡",,,1b,"(i), o,-} : var {1¡,-} f var {4} (4.13)

wlrere, tlre variance due to the AWGN component can be shown to be var {q¡,^} :
NN0l2 and the MAI variance (variance of 1¡,-) is

var {1¿,-} : n Ul,. } : N 8,a2,_1¡,^

where

K-7
1r,* : )_- cos, (o¡,^ - 0n,,.) .

t¡*r

Observe that the MAI variance defined in (a.1a) depends on the phase offsets through
a
1x,^.

Finally, the decision statistic for the symbol å¡(z) is generated by passing the

correlator output signals into the combiner and it is given by

(4.r4)

(4.15)

AI -7
z¡ : Ð,*,*to,* (4.16)

m:0

where w¡,,n is the combiner gain of the mth subcarrier. With maximal ratio combin-

ing, each branch weight coefficient can be determined separately as [10]

E {Zk,^lbk(i.), o^}
Uk,m :

var {Z¡,^lbr(i.), o^}' (4.17)



Then, using the results in [10], the SINR at the

can be written as

input of the comparator

E.o?_^4 
-1t

m.:o
var { Z ¡,,,nlb r(i.), o,-}

srNR : E{lulo} _
var{Z¡la}
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in Fig 4.3

(4.18)

(4 le)

(4.20)

where o : {.0,. ,trn,...,a¡,r-t}. Define the average energy of the bit Eu :
MNE,E{a',"} : IVINE,^ and the average signal-to-noise ratio SNR: EulNo.Then

substituting (4.9) onto (4.18), the average SINR of the desired user can be written as

sTñR : ,þj 
lt- 

* *. (*)-'] 
-'

Again note that, the SINR in (4.19) clearly depends on the phase offsets through the

parameter 1,-. Ott the other hand, the average SINR of the conventional MC-DS-

CDMA [t01, Sftftn ç, câ;t be obtained as

srNRc : NM ltX - r) + A4 N (zsNtr¡-i1 -t

4.2 Carrier-Based Phase Offset System

In this scheme, for each user, the system assigns a different phase offset in each

subcarrier. For convenience, define the phase offset of the nzth subcarrier for the kth

user as 0¡r,* : mî¡r. Now the problem is, how to find the 0¡,^ such that the cross

correlations among the users' signature waveforms are minimized, hence minimizing

the MAI. Thus the problem at hand can be formulated as follows.

Problem /: Consider an MC-DS-CDNIA system equipped with a correlation receiver

in each subchannel. Given the transmission rate (1fT6), the total bandwidth B?-

(or equivalently F), the number of users K and the number of carriers M, find the

optimal phase offset, 0k,* : m0¡, or equivalently d¿ such that the cross correlations

among the users' signature waveforms are minimized.

Since the phase offset of each user is allowed to vary with each carrier, it is a

difficult task to find the optimal phase offsets which minimize the sum cross correlation

among the users' effective signature waveforms. Therefore one looks at the following
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alternative. Consider the cross correlation between the kth useï)s effective signature

waveform s¡(t) and the.Tth user's effective signature waveform s¡(t). From appendix

D this cross correlation can be shown to be a time-phase correlation function

.: ["' (t#-) ( @ _1)^á¡,,, \ IPt',¡ : Pt,¡' l-=*' cos I r:-
I sin$'"'(--- /] (421)

In (4.2f), the time cross correlation function is defined as lt ,¡ : tf; c¡,(n)c¡(n)

and the phase corretation function tr f+rä) ..o, (tn'-Ðo'o',)j, *n.r" Lgr,¡:
L"'"\--r-l \ - /)

0r- 0¡.Since the cross correlation between theîsers'signature *u*for-s is defined

by the product of time and phase cross correlation functions, one has great flexibility

to design the system by choosing the spreading sequences and the phase offsets. Note

that this flexibility is not available in the existing multi-carrier CDMA or SC-CDÀ44

systems. For these systems the cross correlation is defined either by the time or

the phase correlation function. For example, the cross correlation for conventional

MC-DS-CDMA, MC-CDMA a,nd SC-CDMA is defined by the time correlation func-

tion, For CI-1MC-CDIViA [15], the phase correlation function determines the cross

correlation between the users' signature wavefor-ms.

It is obvious from (4.27), if one uses the orthogonal spreading sequences, the

time correlation function becomes zero and hence pn,j :0. However, as mentioned

before, due to the limitation orthogonality imposes on the number of users, one

is not interested in orthogonal spreading sequences. Nevertheless, with real binary

sequences, the expression (4.21) can be made zero by setting the phase correlation

function to zero. That is.

(4 22)

There exist 2(M - 1) zeros due to the phase correlation function:

. (M - 1) equally-spaced zeros at L7*¡ : (zntlM),1: I,2,.. .,M - t resulting

from the sin(.)/ sin(.) term.

. (M - 1) equally-spaced zeros at Lgn,j: (2t+I)rl(lvI _ I),1:L,2,...,fuI -I
as a result of cos(.) term.

f"" ( ) 
"". ((M - Ðx,,r,,)] :,

1""(*+)
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Tlris implies that for a given signature waveform s¡(ú) there extst 2(lVI - 1) or-

tlrogonal signature waveforms sr(t). The existence of the first set of (M - 1) equally-

spaced zeros indicates that a system can support 1ì,1 orthogonal signature waveforms

(and, hence, M orthogonal users) by selecting the phase offsets as {d¡ : H .tt;

k,:0,1,..., XI - I]. The existence of the second set of zeros indicates that there ex-

ists an additional set of iz[ signature waveforms, which are orthogonal to one an other

within the set, but pseudo-orthogonal to the first set. Then one can select the phase

offsets for the second set as {0r: ff.tt+Xe;k:0, 1,..., M-I}. Hence, one needs to

select A9 such that the cross correlation between the two sets of signature waveforms

is minimal. From [38], select A,0: rf lvI, which makes the second set equidistance

from the first set. Similar observations were also made for CI-MC-CDIVIA in [15]

while analyzing the cross correlation between the users' signature waveforms.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that there are only 2M phase offsets are

available. Therefore, when the total number of users in the systern K 1 2M, for

each user a different phase offset will be assigned. However, when the totai number

of users in the system becomes more than 2M (i.e., K > 2M), a same phase offset

needs to be assigned to several users. Note that here each user signal is identified by

assigning a different spreading sequence. In this case the MAI will be not minimum.

Thus, the phase offset of the Æth user can be written as

e*:'#. (k mod rvr) + Lg (4.23)

where

LO:

With the phase offsets defined, consider the MAI performance of the proposed

system, As seen from (4.14), the MAI variance depends on the spreading sequences

and the phase offsets through the param efur î¡,*. Furthermore, it is shown that the

systems' STÑR ako depends on 1,-. Th"tefore, it is reasonable to evaluate the MAI

performance by evaluating 1,-. R."ull from Section (4.1) that the parameter fr,- of

(kmod2M):0, 1,...,M-t
(fr mod 2M) : M, M+ 1,. . .,zlUI - I 

Ø'24){i
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the proposed system is

K-7
10,^:I"or'þn(r.¡_ r.r))

j:o
i+k

_I( 1, 7n-t
- T - -L -r tÐcos(2m(o¡ - o*)) (4.25)

j:0

Note that, 0¿:0 for l:0,..., K -r forthe conventional NIC-DS-CDÌVÍA proposed

in [10]. Thus fr,- - K - 1, for conventionat MC-DS-CDIVIA.

Fig. 4.4 illustrates the MAI variation, 1¡,n , over different carriers and for different

numbers of users in the system. In this figure k : 0 is considered to be the desired

user and the number of carriers in the system is IVI :8. Note that for simplicity, the

total number of carriers in the system is considered as fuI : 8. However it can be

any value. It can be observed that the MAI is the same as that of the conventional

VIC-DS-CDVIA proposed in [10] for the Oth carrier, regardless of the number of users

K. However, when the totai number of users K <2M, for all other carriers, except

the (NIlz)th carrier, the MAI is approximately equalto Klz- 1. For the (Ml2)th
catrier, the MAI is again same as that of Oth carrier (i.e.,1¡,,¡a¡2- K - 1). Note that

this problem only occurs when the number of carriers in the system is even. Also

observe that when the total number of users in the system is a multiple of two times

the number of carriers the MAI is exactly 10,^: K12-Ifor m:1,.. .,fuI - 1 and

1*,*: K - I for m: 0. Hence, from these observations it can be seen that the MAI
is not uniform over the carriers. The proposed system, however, considerably reduces

the MAI compared to the conventional MC-DS-CDMA systems proposed in [10].

Assuming the Oth user as the desired user, the average MAI, 1r : ÐX:11,-, i,
given in Table 4.1. Again it shows that the proposed system considerably reduces

the MAI compared to the conventional MC-DS-CDMA. However, the percentage of

MAI reduction varies with K. Table 4.2 lists the average MAIs, for different desired

users for K :6 and K:8 with M :8. It can be observed that the average MAI
performance of the carrier-based MC-DS-CDMA system is not uniform over all the

users except when the number of users is the same as that of the number of carriers,

i.e., K - M.
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.¿

Figure 4.4: MAI variation of the carrier-based phase offset (solid curves) and conven-
tional (dash curves) VIC-DS-CDMA systems over the carriers.

Fig. 4.5 shows SINR versus EulNo for different numbers of users in the system.

Tlre results were obtained with a bandwidth-bit duration product F : BrTo :256,
M :8 and B: 1. It can be observed that the proposed system considerably outper-

forms the conventional MC-DS-CDMA system [10]. For example, at SNR : 20d8,

compared to the conventional MC-DS-CDiVIA, the proposed system performance is

improved by 3dB, 2.5d8 and 2.5d8 when K :8, K :76 and r{ - 32, respectively.

Also observe that the performance of the proposed system with K - 16, K : 32

and K : 64 is quite close to the performance of the conventional MC-DS-CDMA

with K : 8, K : 16 and K : 32, respectively. From these observations it can be

concluded that the proposed system reduces the MAI by nearly b0%.

Table 4.3 lists the SINRs at the receiver output for different desired users at three

Sm. Note that the difference among SINRs is quite small for low SNR. However,

for higher SNRs, this difference increases.

-* x=c
-{- 1l:8
-À- 1{=l I
--ø- I{:16
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Table aJ: îs of ca,rrier-based
rvitlr valiable K: M :8.

phase offset and conventionaMC-Ds-CDMA system

K Proposed Conventional Improvement

4 1.5 3.0 50.0%

8 4.0 7.0 42.0y

16 8.0 15.0 46.0%

32 77.0 31.0 45.0%

64 35.0 63.0 44.47

Table 4.2: 1¡ of carrier-based phase offset MC-DS-CDMA system for K : 6 and
K:SwithM:8.

4.3 lJser-Based Phase Offset System

Similar to the carrier-based phase offset scheme, this scheme also assigns a different

phase offset for each user . However, unlike carrier-based phase offset, the same phase

offset is used in all the subcarriers (i.e., 0k,*: g¡, for nl,:0,... ,M - 1). Thus an

alternative objective, namely to minimize the average MAI variance at the outputs

all correlation receivers is considered here. The total average MAI variance is defined

by

- K-1 A4-r

J: #t f E{var{I¡,-}} :
k:0 m:0

o¡ - ox)

(g¡-or)_ Kl
t 

,n.ru,

K-7 K-|
E"^Ðf cos2 (

fr:o j:o
i+k

f K-7 K-1.

E"^lf f .o.'
I /---¿ /-/

Lr:o::o
E"À ITSC - /{]

k 0 1 2 J 4 5 C) 7

K:6 3.0 3.0 2.5 2.5 3.0 3.0

K:8 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
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051015202530
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Figure 4.5: SINR performance of carrier-based phase offset (solid curves) and conven-
tional MC-DS-CDMA (dash curves) systems with different numbers of users: N : 16
and M :8.

where TSC is defined as the total squared correlation of the proposed system and it
is given by

K-1 K-|
TSC: It cos2(0¡-0t")

k:0 j:0

6z 1K-7 t<-t:;*;t!"os(2(oi-ok)).
È:0 j:0

Minimizing -/ ensures an âverage performance levei over all users, which is again in

contrast to the carrier-based phase offset system. Furthermore, it is obvious that
the MAI performance is also uniform over all the subcarriers. It is seen from (4.26)

that, when the number of users K and number of carriers are fixed, minimizing J is
equivalent to minimizing TSC. Thus, for given K and M , lhe optimal set of phase

offsets is the one that minimizes TSC. Observe that for conventional MC-DS-CDMA

systems considered in [10], TSC : 1{2, since g¡ : 0 for j :0,..., K - I.

In order to find a set of phase offsets (00,0t,... ,gx_t) € (0,z.,r) that achieves a

(4.27)
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Table 4.3: SINR (in dB): ca,rrier-basecl phase offset MC-DS-CDMA system with K :
6. ,41 : 8 for clifferent SNR.

User Index

(k)

SNR:8dB SNR:16d8 SNR:32d8

n 9.92 14.67 16.74

1 9.92 14.67 16.74

2 10.11 15.35 18.03

ù 10.i1 15.35 18.03

4 9.92 14.67 16.74
É
tl 9.92 14.67 16.74

minimum for the TSC, one puts the gradient of the TSC to zero) i.e.)

ATSC ri:1

-W: I sin (2 (o¡ - o*))
J=u
i+k

K-l K-t
: cos Qr|D,sin(2l¡) - sin (2á¿) | cos (2á¡)

j:0 j:o
:0 VÆ. (4.28)

It can be seen from (4.28), in order to make ATSCIô0k:0, that

K-7 K-7

I sin (20¡) : ! .or (20,) : s. (4.2s)
?:0 j:O

It is immediately found that @.29) is satisfied when the phase offset 0*: T .k,V k.

Indeed, for these phase offsets one obtains that ATSCIA7k:0, for k:0, ... ,K - I.
AL 0k : T .k, the second derivative of TSC with respect to á¡ is

a2TSC r K-l 5a I

={ 
:,,! 

oï:il nî ::) 
- cos ee¡)f cos (2dj)j

(4 30)

Tlrerefore, it can be concluded that when gn:T.k for k:0,... ,K - l the TSC
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is minimum. Substituting 9¡ : T .k onto (4.27) yields the minimum TSC,

rsc : +.
K2

I- 2-r (K-',) H8

;Ð^Þj'"'(T ,'

;Ð ""(# r*
_ u))

2n

K

yz
2

(4.31)

It then follows tha,t the proposed user-based phase offset MC-DS-CDMA system at-

tains a 50% TSC reduction over the conventional MC-DS-CDMA system. Now with

0¡ : T 'fr and landom spreading sequences the interference parameter of mth carrier

defined in (4.15) simplifies to

1 _I{ttr,^ - 1
K
2

,*;Ð.* (T,,-*))
- 1 /-4rI+-¡6c[-.2 \tf

r*T (rr- 1))

(ffi,)-'] 
-'

sin (2r)ãH
(4.32)

Note that the 1¡,- is same for all carriers in user-based phase offset MC-DS-CDMA.

Nloreover, because 1,- it not a function of 0¡r, it fotlows that the MAI performance is

uniform for all the users. This is not the case for carrier-based MC-DS-CDMA phase

offset (see equation (4.25)).

Table. 4.4 compares the avelage fr performance of the proposed user-based phase

offset MC-DS-CDMA system over the conventional MC-DS-CDMA system. Again

it shows that the proposed user-based phase offset MC-DS-CDMA system reduces

the IVIAI by 65% - 50% compared to the conventional MC-DS-CDMA systems. It
follows further from (4.19) that, for user-based phase offset MC-DS-CDMA system,

the average SINR is the same for every user and it is given by

K
1

2

lr¿SINR:]IINI+-T+MN
L2

(4.33)
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Table 4.4: fr of user-based
A,I :8.

phase offset and conventiona,ì \{C-DS-CDMA systems:

K Proposed Conventionaì Improvement

4 i.0 3.0 66.7%

8 3.0 7.0 57.1%

16 7.0 15.0 53.37
?o
¿L i5.0 31.0 57.6%

64 31.0 63.0 50.7%

728 63.0 127.0 50.3%

Observe from (4.33) and (4.20) that STNR > SINR6, which confirms that the pro-

posed system outperforms the conventional MC-DS-CDMA [10].

The SINR performance of both the user-based phase offset and the conventional

NIC-DS-CDMA systerns is illustrated in Fig. 4.6. The performance curves of the

user-based phase offset system with K : 16, K : 32 and K : 64 completely overlap

those for conventional system with K : 8, K : 16 and Il - J2, respectively.

These observations imply that the user-based phase offset systems improve the system

performance exactly by 50% compared to that of the conventional system.

4.4 Tradeoff between Carrier-Based and lJser-Based
Phase Offset Systems

This section discusses the tradeoff between carrier-based and user-based phase offset

MC-DS-CDMA systems.

The carrier-based offset system introduces a different phase offset in each carrier

for a particular user. Consequently, the IVIAI performance is not uniform for all the

carriers as can be clearly observed from Fig. 4.4. In contrast, the user-based phase

offset system assigns the same phase offset in all the carriers for a particular user. As

a direct consequence, it produces uniform MAI for all the carriers. Furthermore, from

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 it can be observed that the average NIAI performance of user-based

phase offset system is better tha,n that of the ca,rrier-based phase offset system.
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Figule 4.6: SINR performance of user-based phase offset (solid curves) and conven-
tional MC-DS-CDMA (dash curves) s)¡stems with different numbers of users: N : 16
and iVI :8.

Although the average MAI performance of the user-based phase offset system is

better than that of the carrier-based phase offset system, both systems have the same

SINR performance for lowE6f Ns. However, for higherE6f Ns,the user-based phase

offset system performance is slightly better than the carrier-based phase offset system.

This can be clearly seen from Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. Indeed one can conclude that both

systems have the same SINR performance.

Since a different phase offset is assigned for the different carriers in a carrier-based

phase offset system, the transmitter and receiver structure becomes more complex

than the user-based offset system. Additionally, the available number of phase offsets

in the carrier-based phase offset system is limited by M the total number of carriers

in the system' When I{ > 14, sa,me offset is assigned to several users. Indeed, the

base station needs to monitor the usels entering and leaving the system. This severely

complicates their application in systems with a dynamically changing number of users.

While implementation of carrier-based phase offset is quite complicated, it has the

ø.-W -8 - @- -E - &- -&- w -@- w -ø-
-s¡-- '
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advantage over user-based phase offset of harring a low pApR.

In chapter 3 it has been stated that the PAPR of a system can be measured

using the crest factor' (C F). In this chapter where one is oniy interested i¡ downlink

communications, the CF of the system is defined as

ll tf:, b¡(i)z¡(r)ll-
CF : .,/PAPR:

where z¡(t) ls defined as

ll ÐL, b¡,(z)u¡,(t)ll2
(4 34)

(4.35)

(4.36)

u¡,(t) : c¡(n)p(t - rtT") f .o. (2tr f,nt -l 0t ,,.) .

m:0

Note that in (a.35) the chip waveform p(t) is a band-limited chip waveform. In order

to evaluate the PAPR of the systems, the chip waveform is assumed to be a square-

root raised cosine waveform. The expression for a square-root raised cosine is given

by [51]

p(t) : 4P cosl(\ + l3)7TtlT,l + T"sj\[!l _ P)rtlr]l(4¡3t)
7r I - (4ptlT")2

where P (0 f P < 1) is the roll-off factor.

Specifically, in carrier-based phase offset systems, a different phase offset is as-

signed to each carrier for a particular user. This ensures that when a specific user

carriers add coherently, other user carriers do not add coherently. This can be seen in
Fig. 4.7-(a) to (c). Fig. 4.7-(a) represents the envelope of the first user; Fig. 4.7-(b)

represents the envelope of the second user; and Fig. a.7-(c) overlays all envelopes

of all 2M users in the time domain. The envelope of the composite signal is a lin-

ear combination of these 2M waveforms; a signal with a low PAPR. However, when

K > 2M ihe PAPR increases, because the same offset will be assigned to several

users.

Especially, it can be observed from Fig. 4.7-(a) to (c) that when z¡;(l) reaclies its

maximum u¡(t) (where k I j) is at a very low value. Hence, constructive combining

of all K signal energies at any one moment in time is not possible because peaks in

signal energies are evenly spread over the chip time. Such an observation cannot be

expectecl in user-based phase offset systems, because the same phase offset is used
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Figure 4'7: The carrier-based phase offset MC-DS-CDMA systems' transmitted en-
velopesignals of (a) User 1(b) User 2 and (c) All 2M users; M:g,0:I.

in all the carriers for a particular user. Furthermore, the CF level of the downlink

depends on the binary antipodal information bits of the users (see (4.8b)), b^(i),

equally likely to be *1 or -1. Due to the averaging effect of the users'random

transmitted information bits, it is reasonable to predict that the CF level of the

carrier-based phase offset system is lower than that of the user-based phase offset

and the conventional MC-DS-CDiVIA system. Such a prediction is confirmed by the

numerical results presented next.

Fig. 4'8 illustrates the CF levels across 10,000 transmissions for carrier-based

phase offset (Fig. a.8-(a)), user-based phase offset (Fig. 4.8-(b)) and conventional

I
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Figure 4.8: CF per transmissions for (a) Carrier-based phase offset (b) User-based
phase offset and (c) Conventional N4C-DS-CDMA system: K :8, M : g and p: 1.0.

MC-DS-CDMA system (Fig. a.8-(c)). The results were obtained with K : B user-s,

M : 8 carriers and for 13 : 1.0. Observe fr-om Fig. a.8-(a) that most of CF values

stay close to the mean CF level of 2.37 and that no CF values are higher than 3.03.

on the other hand, referring to Figs. 4.s-(b) and 4.8-(c), user-ba,sed phase offset and

conventional system's CF levels can be characterized as being more erratic. For the

user-based phase offset system, 4.8-(b) displays a meân CF level o16.7 and consistently

reach levels that exceed 3, with some CF levels exceeding 10. The conventional

system, a.8-(c) displays a mean CF level of 6.7.
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Finally, assuming M : 8 carriers, the cumulative density functions (cdf) of CF

as a function of K the number of user-s are illustratecl in Fig. 4.9, Fig. 4.10 and Fig.

4.11 for the different systems. As seen from Fig. 4.9, the CF level increases with
increasing 1(. This is because when K > 2lv|, the same phase offset is assigned to

several users. Furthermore, observe that, the CF level with K : I28 converges to

that of the CF level with K : 64. On the other hand, it can be determined from

Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11, the CF level of user-based phase offset and conventional

MC-DS-CDMA systems are almost indistinguishable. \4oreover the CF level remains

the same for all values of K. Although the CF level of carrier-based phase offset

system increases, as K increases, these levels are much lower than the CF level of

user-based phase offset and conventional MC-DS-CDMA systems.

4.5 Summary

Two phase offset MC-DS-CDMA systems, namely ca,rrier-based and user-based phase

offset systems have been proposed for the downlink in this chapter. In carrier-based

phase offset, each user is assigned a different phase offset in each subcarrier, whereas

in users-based phase offset, each user is assigned a different phase offset, however,

the same offset is used in all the subcarriers. Although the MAI performance is not

uniform over all the subcarriers in carrier-based offset systems, the SINR performance

of carrier-based phase offset systems is all most same as that of the user-based phase

offset systems. In particular, it has been shown that, compared to the conventional

MC-DS-CDMA system, both the proposed phase offset assisted MC-DS-CDMA sys-

tems reduce the MAI by 50%. In addition to this, it has also been shown that when

using carrier-based phase offset MC-DS-CDMA system, no PAPR problems arise.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Suggestions for
F\rrther Study

5.1 Conclusions

This dissertation is mainly devoted to develop techniques for multiple access inter-

ference reduction in multi-carrier CDMA systems under a given system bandwidth

and transmission rate. Both the multi-carrier CDNIA systems known as i\dC-DS-

CDMA and MC-CDMA have been considered. For asynchronous band-limited MC-

DS-CDMA systems, a method to jointly design the chip waveform and the carrier

spacing to minimize the MAI was presented. The cliip waveform was considered to

be a Nyquist signaling pulse. A polynomial was used to synthesize the elementary

density function, which characterizes the band-limited chip waveform. It was ob-

served that the MAI performânce of jointly optimized chip waveform and the carrier

spacing is essentially that of the commonly used raised cosine waveform with opti-

mized carrier spacing. As a practical matter, the raised cosine chip waveform for

band-limited MC-DS-CDMA system is satisfactory.

An adaptive carrier interferometry scheme v/as proposed for IVIC-CDVIA system

to reduce the MAL Here it was assumed that there exists a feedback channel between

the receiver and the transmitter. The novelty in the proposed system is that the

amplitudes of the carriers are allowed to change according to the channel conditions.

In order to update the carrier amplitudes, two adaptive strategies: local and global

adaptations were introduced. It was shown that, in single user adaptation, the local

82
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adaptive algorithm performs better than the global adaptive algorithm. Furthermore,

it was demonstrated that in multiuser adaptation, the proposed non-iterative algo-

rithm performs slightly worse than the iterative algorithm at low channel SNR, blt
it gives a considerable performance gain at high channet SNR. l\fore importantly, it
was demonstrated that the proposed ACI-MC-CDIVIA system considerably or-rtper-

formes the conventional CI-MC-CDNIA considered in [15]. In addition to this, it was

also shown that the proposed ACI-MC-CDMA is also attractive in terms of pApR.

reduction.

A phase offset assisted MC-DS-CDMA system was proposed for a synchrono¡s

downlink system. Two phase offset systems, namely ca,rrier-based phase offset and

user-based phase offset, were introduced. It was shown that, although both the

systems reduce the IVIAI by 50% compared to the conventional MC-DS-CDMA sys-

tem [i0], the carrier-based phase offset system is more complex than the user-based

phase offset system. However, it was demonstrated that the carrier-ba,sed phase offset

system eliminates the PAPR problems characteristic of user-based phase offset and

conventional IVIC-DS-CDMA system.

In this thesis the benefits of the proposed schemes (ACI-MC-CDMA, phase offset

assisted MC-DS-CDMA) were demonstrated by using some specific cases to make

the analysis simple. However, it should be mentioned that the proposed schemes will
offer the same benefits for any number of carriers and users in the system. In the

case of ACI-MC-CDMA, there is no restriction on the number of carriers (i.e., length

of the spreading sequence) because the proposed system satisfy the CI code property.

Furthermore, in the phase offset assisted scheme, the number of carriers will not affect

the system performance. Therefore, the selection of number of carriers depends on

the technology and the channels conditions. For example, in cdma2000, only four

carriers have been used in the downlink.

5.2 Suggestion for F\rture Study

In this dissertation, the optimal carrier spacing and the chip waveform is jointly de-

signed for the family of Nyquist signaling waveforms. Because of Nyquist signaling
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waveforms, it has been observed that the elementary density function can only de-

signed over a small frequency range. As in [20], the design of the chip waveforms

becomes more flexible, if the condition on the chip waveform to be a Nyquist signal-
ing pulse is removed. However, in this case one needs to account for the interchip
interference in the design. Therefore, joint design of optimal chip waveform and car-

rier spacing for MC-DS-CDIVIA systems with arbitrary band-limited chip waveforms

remains to be studied.

The adaptive carrier interferometry IVÍC-CDMA systems proposed in this disser-

tation has, for simplicity, assumed that there is an ideal feedback channel to transmit
the updated carrier amplitudes from the receiver back to the transmitter. Although
significant performance gains seem possible through such an adaptation, the value of
such an approach should be closely examined considering such system issues as limited
feedback bandwidth availability, fading channels, and time-varying interference. For
instance, the channel conditions and interference may change faster than the feasible

transmitter update rate. This would essentially negate any potential performance

gains. Furthermore, data traffic in multimedia cellular networks and ad hoc wireless

networks is anticipated to be highly asymmetric. Also it will be a challenging topic
to study is the convergence and tracking properties of proposed algorithms.

It may be interesting to develop some adaptation algorithms similar to that pro-

posed for SC-CDMA systems [36,52] which reduce the bandwidth requirement in
the feedback channel by requiring only a minimum amount of information to be fed

back from the receiver, thus making the adaptive structure more feasible for practical

systems. It may be also instructive to explore the tradeoff offered by the proposed

adaptation with realistic impairments and limitations, and investigate ways to mak-
ing this tradeoff more favorable. One interesting topic is the effect of finite feedback

bandwidth on the performance of the adaptation algorithms.



Appendix A

Proof That Problem in (B.BB) is
Equivalent to Problem in (8.85)

with the optimal weight matrix.w.: R-IHPA, the TMSE can be simplified to

TMSE : t, {r - ÃHR-'Ã} ta.tlIJ
where R: ÃÃH + o2I is the receiver correlation matrix and Ã : HPA. Note that

ÃHR-'Ã : ÃH [¡¡" + orr]-'Ã
: BHHH lrreeHrrr + orr] HB

: BrH, 
f 
HB B¡1H¡/ o,l_t Ego lo o I o

: , - It 
B¡rH¡¡HRl -1

L'* "' l
- r- lr+rør1-l

where the relationship X¡r[XX¡r + I]-t* - I - [I + X¡/X]-1 is invoked in (A.2) and,

recall that, B: PA and F: iHHH)1/2Blo.substitutins (A.z) into (,{.1) yields

TMSE : r'{ lr + r"r,]-'} (A 3)

Furthermore, the constraint stated in (3.21) can be also written in terms of matrix F

as follows

diag lo2FH[HHH]-1F]

[€0, "' ,t¡," ' ,€¡<-r]
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alag IAHA]

(,{.4)
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where the operator diag['] takes the diagonal elements of a matrix to form a row

vector. Furthermore, the inequality is interpr-etecl as element-by-element compariso..

Hence, olte can reformulate the optimization problem in (3.21) in ter-ms of matr-ix F
âS

min TtvrSE : ,r { [r + r"r]-']
subjecr to diag lo2FH[HrrH]-1F] . [€0, ...,€i,...,€.,r_r].

Next, considered a related optimization problem with a weaker constraint

min TMSE : r, 
{ lI + r,"r1 -t }

subject to tr {ø2FH[HHH]-1F] < €

where € : Ðf:r€i. with the singular value decomposition H : UEVH in (3.34),

one has the following spectral decomposition of matrix fHrrr]-1,

ls"Hl-1 : vdia- 
[å, ä, ,{,0,..',ol v"€-N 

I

rA.5l

(A 6)

(A 8)

(A e)

(A 7)

where the eigenvalues 4, +,. 
. - , 4 are arranged in an ascending order. To proceed

on need to make use of the following result, the proof of which can be found in [53]
(p 24e).

Lemma 1: Suppose X and Y are two Hermitian ,^/ x ly' matrices. Arrange the

eigenvalues r¿ of X in a descending order and the eigenvalue s y¿ of. Y in an ascending

order. Then

N

tr{xY} 2Ðr,ro.
i:7

Letu1,'u2t.'. ,... ,uN, (ur>0,n:7,2,...,¡/) betheeigenvaluesof FHFarranged
in descending order, and apply this iemma to tr {F¡/[H¡/H]-tF]. One has

tr {rH[uHH]-'F] - tr {[HriH]-1FF'] > >,3
n:7 "n

Performing a similar spectral factorization gives

T
n:1

TVISE : r, { [r + r,trr]-t] :
un -17 (A 10)
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Therefore, the optimization problem reduces to

¡/
nJ:" TI,ISE:Ð;,

n:I

¡/
subjecrto f+<+ (A.11)

./-l cL 
^¿ 

\ /

,.:-l 
t ñ v



Appendix B

The Proof of Proposition 1

To solve the optimization problem in (4.11), form the Lagrange function

,:f #-,(åft-s) (Bi)

where p is the Lagrange multiplier. Taking the derivative with respect to u,, and

setting it to zero vields

un: tZ - 7.
\/p

Since un ) 0, one selects

,^:\_ r.
t/ tt'

selecting the Lagrange multiplier to satisfy the power constraint,

values can be found from (8.3) as

(B 2)

(B 3)

the optimal eigen-

(B 4)Un: €n
5.Ð+

¡/r:
t:1 -t

-1.

Then, it is not hard to see that ihe following choice of F attains the minimum TMSE

t/"t

VHJ";

0

88

F:V

t/ñ

(8.5)
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vin (8.5) V is an ,A/1( x I/1( unitary matrix which can be obtained from (4.7) and

is a K x K unitary matrix which can be constructed to satisfy the constraint

ÐO") 
: diag({¡,{,,...,€x-t) (B 6)

Therefore, with A : oPH [H"H]-åF, rh" original optimization problem in (3.33)

can be solved as indicated in (3.37).

aias (Vai "r(r+,,i,



Appendix C

The Solution to the Opt irnization
Problem in (3.35) for the Case of
A\MGI\ Channels

In the absence of multipath, the channel matrix is an identity matrix, i.e., Ë{ : f. In
this case the optimization problem in (,A.6) reduces to

min TMSE : t [[, * oooo no.l -'l
A |.L o o) 

J
subjecr to tr iAHA] < €. (C 1)

As seen before, the constraint is equivalent to

¡/
trlaäA] :trIAAH] :Ðu'1Ë (C.2)

n:1

wlrere 1)n, fr: I,2,' ' ' , M are the eigenvalues of AHA. Performing the same spectral

factorization, the TNISE can be written as

I l, * ^HPH 
tol -'lTMSE - t'llL o o) )

N:t Wå;i (c3)
n:7

Now the problem is to find N positive eigenvalues {rr,...,un,...,u¡/} that
minimize Df:r (uno-'+ 1)-t, subject to ff;:, u" : {. The Lagrange method

can be used to show that the optimal eigenvalues are simply equal to {/l/, i.e.,

1Jl:'U2:...:U¡¡:{fN.
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Thus, the minimum TNISE is obtained when A¡14 is a scalar times the identity

matrix, or equivalently,

ArlA : S.ASH : S [({/¡/)Ir*¡o] SH

whele S can be constructed to satisfy the following constraint

diag (S [(€/¡/)I¡u,.r] St) : diag ((1, €2,. . . 
, €r.) .

Given S one can construct the carrier amplitude matrix A as follows:

(c 4)

(c 5)

A : øp'v l tt/e lÐt*"* L"
I oNK-r/xrK-N l

(c 6)

where V is an ,^/K x l/K unitary matrix constructed such that the columns of matrix

A are orthogonal and have norm squared equal to {r, €2,... ,€rc.



Appendix D

Derivation of the cross correlation
between the Effective Signature
\Maveforms

The cross correlation between kth user's signature waveform s¡(ú) and 7th user's

signature waveform s¡(t) can be written as

Pt",i : l_* 
,r(ùr,(t)dt (D.1)

where s¡(t) is defined by @.Q. substituting for s¡(ú) and s¡(t), pn,¡ can be written
âS

¡/-1 N-1 M-l A4-1 1(þ
pt,j : t t c¡(n)c¡(n') Ð t / "or 

(2tr f^t * m0¡,)
n=0 nt:o 4:Q n4:gJ -æ

cos (2n f *,t + m'0 j) p(t - nT")p(t - n,T")dt. (D.2)

Ignoring the high frequency terms and considering the fact that the subcar-riers do

not overlap, (D.2) can be simplified as

N-1¡/-1
pt ,j : t t c¡(n)c¡(r) [* p(t - nT")p(t - n'l")c]t

n:o nr:g J -æ

^4 
-1-

| "os þn(0¡ - 0)) (D B)
rn:0
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Using the Nyquist and unit-energy properties of p(ú) (D.3) can be further simplified

AS

N-1 14 -7
pt ,i : f .* @)c¡þ't) l_**OU - nT,)ctt | "o. 

(nt (0¡, - 0))
n:0 ¿ -@ ¡n:0

A4 -7: lt,,¡ ! tot (* (0r - 0))
m:0

:õ'i (ffi'"'(''-'^ )) (D4)

t - sN-lrvlrere Vu,j : t;"; c¡,(n)c¡(n) and Ad¡,¡ : 0x - 0¡.
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